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Project SMARTArt: A Model for Implementing Media Literacy in Elementary Education 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
By Arleta Quesada  
 
At the turn of the 21st century, the U.S. Department of Education and the National Endowment for the 
Arts initiated the first media literacy grant program in the United States. With more than $1 million in 
funding, 17 media literacy demonstration projects were launched nationwide. SMARTArt (Students using 
Media, Art, Reading, and Technology) is one of those projects.  
 
The 21st Century federal grants aim to "help school districts establish programs that teach students how 
to examine and interpret media messages...and help students create their own media-based projects that 
can offer an alternative to violent messages."[1] Working together to achieve those goals in Project 
SMARTArt were three Southern California organizations: the nonprofit Center for Media Literacy (CML), 
the Education Division of the Music Center of Los Angeles County (MCED), and AnimAction, Inc. In 
collaboration with administrators from Leo Politi Elementary School and Local District 4 of the Los Angeles 
Unified School District, the partnership provided the teaching team with professional development, direct 
classroom instruction, and ongoing support.  
 
Throughout the three-year program, K-5 teachers from Leo Politi Elementary School and residency 
artist/educators from the L.A. Music Center Education Division comprised SMARTArt's teaching team, 
along with some model media literacy lessons provided through the Center for Media Literacy. Despite 
the experimental nature of the Project, the partners and instructional team persevered to produce and 
implement an innovative, effective model for teaching media literacy to elementary school students.  
 
SMARTArt's standards-based instructional model establishes the foundation 
for a new way of learning a new kind of literacy, one in which students 
develop fluency in reading and writing not only print communications but 
messages communicated in multi-media images and sounds.[2] Guided by 
the Five Core Concepts and Five Key Questions outlined in the CML MediaLit 
Kit™, the Project's teaching approach employs an "inquiry process" that 
reflects how people learn. In the process, students get practice in analyzing, 
or deconstructing, information to "read" messages and in using creative 
communications to construct or "write" messages.  
 
Traditional subject-based curricula are enlivened through the Project's exemplary classroom practices. 
Integrating media analysis and production, the arts, and technology into "the basics" of elementary 
education gives students opportunities to acquire 21st Century learning skills, such as critical thinking, 
communication, collaboration, and creative expression.[3] Observations of participating teachers and 
administrators affirm that SMARTArt's classroom activities ignite students' interests and relate to their 
everyday lives in ways that boost their natural enthusiasm for learning. This "active learning" approach 
proved to be especially effective in engaging English language learners 
and students with specific learning disabilities.  
 
Because the majority of students at Leo Politi Elementary School speak 
limited English, emphasis throughout the Project has been on building 
reading, writing, and other basic Language Arts skills. In Year 3, improved 
results were achieved by including English Language Development (ELD) 
standards in the media literacy lesson plans and implementing SMARTArt 
activities daily during ELD time in the classroom.  
 
Project SMARTArt demonstrates how to enrich elementary education by 
teaching young students essential 21st Century literacy and learning skills. Although the Project has 
contributed greatly to progress, more time, money, and effort is needed to implement widespread change 
throughout the school and District. Meanwhile, SMARTArt serves as a valuable guidepost for improving 
classroom practice in elementary schools nationwide.  
 
[1] Press Release, U.S. Department of Education/National Endowment for the Arts, October 4, 2000, http://www.ed.gov.  
[2] "Media Literacy for the 21st Century: The Hope and the Promise," A CML Reflection Resource, 
http://www.medialit.org/reading_room/article336.html  
[3] "Learning for the 21st Century" 2003 report, Partnership for 21st Century Skills, Learning Skills chart, p. 11. Free download 
at www.21stcenturyskills.org.  
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FAST FACTS 
 
Location  
Leo Politi Elementary School, Los Angeles, CA (a multi-track, year-round school)  
Local District 4, Los Angeles Unified School District  
 
Duration  
Three years (FY2001-2004)  
Grade Levels Served: K-5  
 
Student Population Served  
95% Hispanic; 1% Al/Alsk; 3.6% Asian; 7% Black; 6% White  
83% qualify for Title I funding  
95% enrolled in the Free or Reduced Lunch Program  
80% Limited English Proficient. The majority of students' parents are recent immigrants to the U.S. from 
Mexico and Central America.  
 
Total # of Students: 850  
Total # of Teachers: 25  
Total # of Artist/Educators: 10 (6-7 each year)  
 
Content Areas  

• Media Literacy (critical thinking, viewing and creating media) integrated into other subjects, with 
emphasis on Language Arts  

• Four Visual and Performing Arts Disciplines: Dance, Theatre (storytelling), Music, and Visual Art  
• Technology: Animation  

 
Instructional Standards  

• McRel K-12 Language Arts with Benchmarks for “Viewing” and “Media”  
• California Visual and Performing Arts (VAPA)  
• California History-Social Science  
• California English Language Development (added Year 3)  

 
Professional Development  
The SMARTArt teaching team, comprised of participating K-5 teachers at Leo Politi Elementary School and 
MCED artist/educators, received in-service training and coaching in:  

• Media Literacy  
• Cross-curricular integration of standards-based Media Literacy, Visual and Performing Arts, and 

Language Arts. Year 3 included English Language Development standards.  
• Animation techniques and production  

 
Underlying Educational Pedagogy  
Project SMARTArt's media literacy instruction for teachers, artists, and students is based on developing 
and strengthening the thinking process abilities to access, analyze, evaluate, and create information. 
These basic process skills are derived from the four steps of awareness, analysis, reflection, and action, 
outlined in The Empowerment Spiral. The Spiral model, also called "action learning," incorporates such 
theoretical approaches as experiential education, constructivist learning, critical thinking, and 
communication pedagogy.  
 
SMARTArt's integrated media literacy, arts, and technology curriculum 
is taught simultaneously with traditional academic content. Structured 
on a framework comprised of the Five Core Concepts and Five Key 
Questions in the CML MediaLit Kit™,[4] the Project uses an "inquiry 
process" teaching approach. The process involves students in media 
analysis and production to help them build and apply critical thinking 
competencies. Described in Bloom's Taxonomy, such competencies 
include: knowledge, analysis, comprehension, application, synthesis 
and evaluation (outlined at www.what-is-the-speed-of-
light.com/webquests/bloom-taxonomy). Learning objectives also 
include the thinking standards of California State University at 
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Sonoma's Critical Thinking Consortium, described at www.criticalthinking.org/University/unistan.html.  
 
Project activities in the classroom encourage children to learn and express themselves through multiple 
intelligences, as defined in Howard Gardner's Frames of Mind. Classroom teaching strategies, modeled in 
the SMARTArt professional development workshops, are based on the "best practices" defined in Best 
Practice: New Standards for Teaching and Learning in America's Schools, Zemelman, Daniels, and Hyde; 
and in "The Foxfire Approach: Perspectives and Core Practices, Spring/Summer 1990 (www.foxfire.org).  
 
Participating Partners  
Leo Politi Elementary School, Los Angeles, CA  
Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD), Local District 4  
(lead education agency)  
Center for Media Literacy, Santa Monica, CA (CML)  
Los Angeles Music Center Education Division (MCED)  
AnimAction, Inc., Hollywood, CA  
 
Funding Mechanisms  
One of 17 media literacy demonstration grants funded in FY2001 by:  

U.S. Department of Education, and  
National Endowment for the Arts (NEA)  

In-kind contributions from Participating Partners  
 
Budget  
FY2001: $127,000  
FY2002: $147,000  
FY2003: $162,000  
In-kind Contributions: $639,000  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[4] Core Concepts and Key Questions, CML MediaLit Kit™ Orientation Guide, pp. 9 to 14. "Questions to Guide Young Children" 
and "Expanded Questions" for deeper inquiry, p. 22-23. Free download at 
http://www.medialit.org/pdf/mlk_orientationguide.pdf  
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION  
 
Significance  
 
Within walking distance of Olvera Street, a Hispanic neighborhood in downtown Los Angeles, California, 
made famous through the paintings of Leo Politi, is an elementary school named after this popular author 
and artist. More than 95 percent of students attending Leo Politi Elementary are Hispanic; 80 percent 
speak limited English. Many of the students' families have recently immigrated to the United States from 
Mexico and Central America.  
 
The ethnic demographics of this preK-5 school are significant because 
by 2025 nearly one in four of the nation's school-age children will be 
Hispanic.[5] Currently, the number of Hispanic and other English-
language learners enrolled in U.S. public schools totals 4.5 million.[6] If 
the integrated curricula developed in Project SMARTArt can help these 
students learn literacy skills essential to surviving and succeeding in 
the 21st century, then it is a platform offering hope to a rapidly 
growing number of children nationwide.  
 
What is more, the Project's multi-modality instructional approach 
easily accommodates individual differences among children with specific learning disabilities, 
demonstrating the model's potential to help all students expand knowledge and skills.  
 
Teaching 21st Century Learning Skills  
Research studies conducted during the past decade confirm that:  

To cope with the demands of the 21st Century, people need to know more than core 
subjects. They need to know how to use their knowledge and skills — by thinking 
critically, applying knowledge to new situations, analyzing information, comprehending 
new ideas, communicating, collaborating, solving problems, making decisions.[7]  

Designed with these objectives in mind, Project SMARTArt demonstrates how to translate the goal of 
teaching 21st Century learning skills into rich classroom experiences.  
 
An Effective Framework  
The Project also is significant in other ways. Over the past twenty-five years, media literacy has taken 
root in the educational systems of England, Canada, Australia, and many other countries, but the United 
States has lagged behind. Most of the media literacy that is being implemented in the U.S. is in 
institutions of higher learning; it's rarely taught in elementary schools. Despite the national recognition of 
educational standards, such as McRel's K-12 Language Arts Benchmarks for Viewing and Media, U.S. 
schools have been slow to infuse these concepts into classroom practice.  
 
Part of the problem lies in the current focus on standardized test scores and mandated scripted-reading 
programs. Other difficulties lie within the field of media literacy itself. With many different interpretations 
and little consensus about how to teach it, there has been no clear methodology to simplify teaching 
media literacy to elementary school students. With the introduction of the CML MediaLit Kit™ during the 
second year of the Project, teachers now have an effective framework of ways to start going about it.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[5] Status and Trends in the Education of Hispanics, National Center for Education Statistics, Washington, D.C. 2003, 
p. 22.  
[6] "Raising the Achievement of English-Language Learners," Harvard Education Letter, March/April 2004, p. 6.  
[7] "Learning for the 21st Century" 2003 report, Partnership for 21st Century Skills, Learning Skills chart, p. 11. Free 
download at www.21stcenturyskills.org.  
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Process Skills  
 
A primary goal of the federal grant was to have children learn how to examine and interpret media 
messages. To accomplish this, SMARTArt's training workshops and classroom activities involved teachers 
and students in developing and strengthening four basic thinking process abilities:[8]  
 

Access — the ability to collect useful information and comprehend it  
Analyze — the ability to examine a message's form, structure, and sequence  
Evaluate — the ability to relate a message to personal experience, and judge if the message is 
accurate and relevant  
Create — the ability to use words, sounds and/or images to communicate ideas, and to use 
technology in making and sharing your ideas with others  

 
When lesson plans and activities are organized to combine these process skills with the four steps of the 
Empowerment Spiral it creates "a powerful matrix that transforms both learning and teaching."[9] The 
Spiral, also called "action learning," is useful for breaking down complex concepts using four learning 
steps. Each step stimulates different aspects of the brain, enhancing one's ability to evolve new 
knowledge from past experience:  
 

Awareness — "ah ha" moments that unlock a spiral of critical inquiry  
Analysis — figuring out how a message was produced and understanding what it means  
Reflection — looking deeper to see if the information is accurate and complete; and to judge the 
implications of the message  
Action — formulating ideas to take constructive action, to "learn by doing"  

 
To cultivate children's abilities in interpreting media messages and in 
using media to express ideas and information, SMARTArt's integrated 
curricula gives students multiple opportunities to develop and practice 
thinking process skills. "The five media literacy core concepts and key 
questions in the CML MediaLit Kit™ provide the key integration piece 
for pulling together the different curricular areas," says CML President 
and CEO Tessa Jolls. "If you say to a teacher 'We want you to teach 
children process skills; we want you to teach them to be able to 
access, analyze, evaluate and create media,' that's enormous. That is 
an 18-year job," says Jolls. "But if you say, 'I want you to help the 
children understand and use these Five Key Questions,' it sounds like 
something doable."  
 
Louis Carrillo, Principal at Leo Politi Elementary School agrees. "Most teachers initially see media literacy 
as, 'Oh no, one more thing to do.' But if as you're showing it you say, 'Look, not only does it go along 
with your literacy series but it is enhancing it,' then they're doing two in one, and the more that can be 
overlapped the better."  
 
"Especially in today's environment with so many pressures on teachers," Jolls says, "we have to give 
them something they feel they can handle on an everyday basis. So it's a powerful approach."  
 
Access and Awareness  
Another goal of the grant was to have students explore the theme of violence and violence prevention by 
producing their own media messages. According to Arts Endowment Chairman Bill Ivey, "the arts are 
tools enabling young people to respond creatively and non-violently to  
 
those messages, helping them better understand themselves and the world in which they live." As a final 
project each year, SMARTArt students work in teams to produce a 30-second animated public service 
announcement related to the Project's theme. In Years 1 and 2, the theme concentrated on violence and 
violence prevention.  
 
 [8] "Process Skills," CML MediaLit Kit™ Orientation Guide, http://www.medialit.org/pdf/mlk_orientationguide.pdf p. 
15.  
[9] "The Empowerment Spiral: How to Organize Media Literacy Learning," CML MediaLit Kit™ Orientation Guide, 
http://www.medialit.org/pdf/mlk_orientationguide.pdf p. 18. 
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The children attending Leo Politi Elementary School are no strangers 
to violence. It's all around them in the big city of Los Angeles. The 
school itself is situated in two of L.A.'s high-crime drug-infested 
neighborhoods, Pico Union and Koreatown. When it was built 13 years 
ago, barricades were set up to block the exit routes on both sides of 
the school to keep out drug traffickers and help prevent violence. 
Although crime rates have since diminished, parents have since voted 
to keep the barriers.  
 
An "Ah-ha" Moment  
A "teachable moment" during Project SMARTArt's first year helped 
students become aware of the effects of media violence in their daily lives. MCED artist/educator Amy 
Santo was showing kindergarten students an Afro-Brazilian martial art and dance called capoeira. "Its 
martial arts movements are not used as attack," Santo explains. "It's more like playing a game." But 
when the children did a front-kick movement, one of them suddenly looked frightened and said, "I've 
seen that before...in a movie."  
 
Santo stopped to let the children talk about it. "What do you do in 
your house when you see something on TV that scares you?" she 
asked. "I go in the other room," and "I go to the neighbors," were the 
children's first responses. They proceeded to discuss that usually they 
are not the ones at home who get to choose what to watch on TV. 
Then they began problem-solving about what they could do to make 
their homes free from violent images. "A whole wonderful conversation 
started about how to assert their power at home over the images 
presented in their living rooms," Santo says. "It helped the children 
think more deeply and strategize about how to deal with those 
representations of violence." Then it was back to the dance.  
 
"I think what really works here," says CML President and CEO Tessa 
Jolls, "is a combination of the head and the heart. I look at the critical thinking part of media literacy as 
the head at work, but the arts and self-expression are the heart. So from the students' standpoint, the 
Project provides a way for them to look critically at violence in the media and at the same time be able to 
express their emotions about the way violence plays out in their own lives."  
 
Media as Communication  
"One of the ways people perceive the world is through their physical selves," Santo observes. "That's why 
the movement in that dance-kick communicated the fear the child experienced in seeing that film."  
 
Santo thinks media should be defined broadly. "If you define media as communication, then dance and 
the arts are part of it, in addition to what we normally think of as media, such as TV, sounds, and 
images."  
 
Collect and Comprehend  
To identify the many forms of print and nonprint media they already 
know, SMARTArt teacher Lorena Mendoza has her second-grade 
students use "thinking maps." Inside a circle in the center of the 
diagram the children print the word Media. Then they draw lines 
branching out to list various forms, such as books, CDs, TV, and more.  
 
Next, the children cut out and collect magazine images of the various 
media listed on their thinking maps and make a colorful collage by 
pasting the images onto construction paper. Afterward, they write a 
paragraph about what they learned.  
 
Next Steps  
Increasing children's awareness that media can affect them and helping students recognize the different 
forms of media they can access to find information are first steps in helping students become media 
literate.  
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Next steps involve students in analyzing messages and in evaluating and reflecting on their form and 
meaning. That's where the Five Key Questions in the CML MediaLit Kit™ come into play.  
 
 
Analysis  
"The whole goal is to get kids to think, and thinking is based on questions," explains CML's Media Literacy 
Coach Jeff Share, who trains and coaches the SMARTArt teaching team. "Media literacy is simply asking 
questions that aren't being asked," says Share. "The CML MediaLit Kit™ makes it easier for teachers 
because it's broken down into Five Core Concepts and questions. It's a simplified framework that makes it 
more accessible. Whenever a teacher or I get stuck, it's very helpful to go back and focus on just one 
question or idea."  
 
Five Key Questions  
Early in the Project it became clear that while it was important for teachers and artist/educators to learn 
the core concepts and key questions, the children only needed to understand the Five Key Questions:  
 
Core  
Concept  

Key  
Question  

Questions to Guide  
Young Children  

1  All media messages are 
‘constructed.’  

Who created this message?  What is this?  
How is this put together?  

2  Media messages are 
constructed using a creative 
language with its own rules.  

What techniques are used to attract 
my attention?  

What do I see, hear, smell, 
touch or taste?  
What do I like or dislike about 
this?  

3  Different people experience 
the same media message  
differently.  

How might different people 
understand this message differently 
from me?  

What do I think and feel about 
this?  
What might other people think 
and feel about this?  

4  Media have embedded  
values and points of view.  

What lifestyles, values and points of 
view are represented or omitted  
in this message?  

What does this tell me about 
how other people live and 
believe?  
Is anything or anyone left out?  

5  Media are organized to gain 
profit and/or power.  

Why was this message sent?  Is this trying to tell me 
something?  
Is this trying to sell me 
something?  

CML MediaLit Kit™, © 2002 Center for Media Literacy, www.medialit.org  
 
All of SMARTArt's classroom activities, including the student-produced animation project, use one or more 
of the Five Key Questions to integrate the arts and media literacy into traditional core subjects. Because 
most students at Leo Politi Elementary speak limited English, emphasis is on integrating with the 
language arts and English Language Development.  
 
The Model at Work  
As in all learning, thinking process skills must be internalized before they can be taught. Because it 
involves "learning process skills rather than content, it's something that has to be practiced over time," 
Jolls explains. "If we want to infuse media literacy throughout the curriculum," she says, "it has to be 
deeply internalized, through constant repetition and practice."  
 
The activities in SMARTArt's professional development workshops—
activities that the teachers later replicate in their classrooms—provide 
teachers and students with multiple opportunities to practice, practice, 
practice. As the Project progressed, the process skills became a 
natural part of the repertoire of the teachers, and tools of 
understanding for the students.  
 
In demonstrating the instructional model at work, the Classroom 
Vignettes that follow emphasize the integration of one art form and 
one or more of the media literacy Key Questions into traditional 
elementary school curricula. In real life, the questions and the development of thinking skills and artistic 
abilities are not separate but deeply interrelated.  
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Classroom Vignettes  
The first two anecdotal accounts illustrate how to integrate media analysis and creative expression with 
storytelling and music to enhance reading instruction.  
 

The Wind and the Sun and Key Question #1  
Music, Moods, and Key Question #2  

 
Other classroom narratives depict how to incorporate media evaluation and reflection with the visual arts 
and dance to enliven instruction in the language arts, science, and math.  

 
Pop Art, Mayan Myths, and Key Question #3  
Choices, Community, and Key Question #4  
Brands, Billboards, and Key Question #5  

 
The Wind and the Sun and Key Question #1  
Who created this message?  
Questions to Guide Young Children: What is this? How is this put together? 

When students assume the role of authors it helps them 
understand Core Concept #1 that "All media messages are 
constructed." In exploring Key Question #1: Who created this 
message? MCED residency artist Candy Danzig lets students 
stretch their imaginations as they learn how to take a story and 
retell and present it in different ways.  

In Year 1 of Project SMARTArt, Danzig was working with 3rd- and 4th-
grade students with specific learning disabilities. As part of Open 
Court, the District-adopted reading program, they were reading 
Aesop's fable "The Wind and the Sun." The story's moral: that a little kindly persuasion is better than a 
lot of force, tied in well with the Project's theme of violence prevention.  
 
Shared Narration  
During Danzig's first visit, students practiced listening exercises and playing together in groups. "In the 
second class session we tell half of the story and introduce vocabulary," Danzig relates. "So by the third 
session we can finish the story and get on our feet doing shared narration."  
 
In shared narration students first work together as a class to retell 
pieces of the story in their own words. The teacher and artist act as 
facilitators. "We ask questions," Danzig explains, "such as 'What 
happened before that? and 'Then who came in?'" Next, small groups of 
students stand up in front of the class and support each other in 
remembering and retelling details of the story. By the fourth session, 
students act out the story a couple of times, playing different roles.  
 
"It's improvisational and extemporaneous," says Danzig. "The 
participants know the story but have the freedom to retell it 
differently." Always some people are participating and others are 
observing, so students not only develop skills in expressing themselves 
and demonstrating creativity, but also in learning how to behave as 
members of an audience. As Danzig points out, "students don't learn 
these skills from watching television."  
 
Composing a Sequel  
Second-graders in Elizabeth Williams's class also took on the role of authors to explore the constructed 
nature of media messages. After reading the Open Court story "Come Back Jack," her students decided to 
write their own sequel. To organize their thinking about how they would change the plot, create new 
characters, and generate an alternative ending, the class made a storyboard with photographs.  
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Using a digital camera, students learned photographic techniques frequently used in movies and TV 
commercials. Taking photos from different camera angles and with altered lighting, students discovered 
they could, for instance, make the giant in the story look bigger and scarier. Learning how to manipulate 
photographic images helped the children understand that an author's intention and treatment of images 
can exaggerate or misrepresent reality.  
 
"Children need to learn that everything they see on TV isn't necessarily true," Williams says. "They 
normally would not think about how someone makes a commercial. They just think it happens."  
 
Enhancing Core Curricula  
LAUSD's Local District 4 Superintendent Richard Alonzo explains the educational benefit:  

 
"Reading programs, like Open Court, and many math programs are not written 
specifically for English learners," he says. "They are written for the general English-only 
speaking community of the U.S. So these are extra things we can do to make those 
programs accessible to kids who are learning English and learning how to read at the 
same time."  

 
Music, Moods, and Key Question #2  
What techniques are used to attract my attention?  
Questions to Guide Young CHildren: What do I see, hear, smell, touch or taste? What do I like or dislike 
about this? 
 
"Media messages are constructed using a creative language with its own rules" is Core Concept #2, 
underlying Key Question #2: What techniques are used to attract my attention? Just as children in 
Williams' class learned how a low camera angle can make someone's image look taller, MCED residency 
artist Andrew Grueschow shows students how music can transform the meaning of a media message. 
 
Perception and Emotion  
Grueschow projects a Know Your TV video clip of a young chimp swinging through the trees. After 
watching the video without sound he asks the class, "Is the chimp playing and having fun or is it in 
danger, running and hiding?" The children come to a consensus that without sound it's hard to tell.  
 
Then he shows the same clip, but this time accompanied by happy-sounding music. "The chimp is 
playing," the students announce. "Are you sure?" he asks, while showing it again with suspenseful, scary 
sounds. At that point the children begin to grasp "how powerful music can be in changing our perceptions 
of what we think we are seeing," says Grueschow. "Often we are not even aware of the music or that it is 
affecting us."  
 
During his classroom visits, students examine the ways in which 
sounds and music create different moods, emotions, and feelings. 
Grueschow demonstrates a wide variety of traditional percussion 
instruments, such as bells, triangles, and shakers, as well as Boom-
Whackers™ (long flexible plastic tubes) and coffee-can drums. He 
teaches the concept of pitch by tilting a mason jar partially filled with 
water back and forth. As the children watch and listen, he asks them 
to describe the various moods (happy, scary, and so forth) that 
different instruments and rhythms create.  
 
Rhythms, Words, and Transfer  
In becoming familiar with the language of music, students practice 
clapping simple rhythms. Watching Grueschow's hand signals so they 
know when to start and stop, the class claps a steady beat. Gradually 
the rhythms become more complex, so he shows the children a 
technique to keep with the beat: clapping to words in sentences such 
as "let's all play together." They clap once with each monosyllabic 
word and once with each syllable in longer words.  
 
In Bonnie Blitzstein's special day class, clapping rhythms and words 
generalized into helping students with specific learning disabilities 
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understand syllables. "Even though the idea of syllables may be a little overwhelming for them," says 
Blitzstein, "when I tie it in with Andrew's clapping then suddenly they get it. They understand, 'Yes, that 
word has three syllables,' but they don't realize they're learning a reading skill."  
 
Practice and Production  
In subsequent sessions with Grueschow, everyone gets to choose one 
of the many instruments he brings to class and practice playing with 
it. Working in small groups, the children play musical games from 
Africa. In "Tuti Duet" all members of the group play the same rhythm 
together, then each person takes a turn playing solo. In "Call and 
Response," the children listen to then repeat increasingly complex 
rhythms.  
 
Afterward, students start working on the musical soundtracks they will later compose and record as part 
of their animation project. In setting their animated drawings to music, students use sounds and rhythms 
to simulate the moods they want the audience to feel.  
 
All Art Forms  
Combining the visual and performing arts with media literacy Key Questions involves students in 
accessing media and increasing their awareness of its effects. At the same time, it gives children 
opportunities to express themselves verbally and nonverbally through the universal language of art. As 
Grueschow points out, one of the strengths of Project SMARTArt is that "students are getting to 
experience all the different art forms."  
 
Pop Art, Mayan Myths, and Key Question #3  
How might different people understand this message differently from me?  
Questions to Guide Young Children: What do I think and feel about this? What might other people think 
and feel about this? 
 
Asking Key Question #3: How might different people understand this message differently from me? helps 
children consider other people's ideas and opinions, addressing Core Concept #3 "Different people 
experience the same media message differently." Media literacy coach Jeff Share emphasizes that "the 
ability for students to see how different people can interpret the same message differently is important in 
multicultural education since understanding differences means more than merely tolerating one another." 
 
To help students grasp this concept, visual artist/educator Alvaro Asturias engages students in examining 
and constructing works of art from different cultures. Into each lesson are woven the elements of art and 
principles of design. For example, students practice drawing and sketching with line and shape before 
moving on to painting with color and texture. Along the way, they gain literacy in using images and 
symbols to communicate.  
 
Symbols and Stamps  
In Bonnie Blitzstein's special day class, Asturias leads a discussion 
about symbols. Holding up his denim jacket, he asks students what 
they think it represents. Hearing various interpretations coming from 
their classmates gives students their first clue in understanding how 
one symbol can have many meanings. The children discuss both 
personal and universal symbols before Asturias introduces Andy 
Warhol. He explains how Warhol and other artists drew inspiration 
from mass media objects, such as Brillo boxes or soup cans, to create 
contemporary "pop art."  
 
Picking up a piece of Styrofoam that looks like a meat tray, Asturias 
cuts out a small shape of a jacket. He paints and mounts the shape on 
a heavy piece of cardboard and demonstrates how to use it as a stamp to make relief prints. The 
students follow his lead, choosing their own symbol from images in catalogs, magazines, or some object 
in their classroom, and making a stamp of it.  
 
"Once the children painted the stamps they could make collages, designs, or patterns with them: one 
blue, the next one yellow," Blitzstein describes. She and her students observed that even when some of 
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the kids used the same stamp of Harry Potter, "they all came out so different; they were still so 
individual."  
 
Animals and Astronomy  
In another class, Asturias tells a story from "Popol Vuh," the mythological book of the ancient Maya. One 
section of this epic creation myth is a food-chain story. It's about a message sent by a beetle, which is 
swallowed by a toad, then by a snake and a bird before finally getting to the intended recipient. Because 
the class is studying astronomy, Asturias tells the story the way his mother used to: with the message 
being sent from the moon to the sun. This helps the teacher and students make interesting connections 
to science.  
 
"We are looking at media of an ancient culture and comparing it to our 
own," says Asturias. "We're seeing how they have chosen to tell 
stories, and we talk about old traditions that turned into these picture 
books, the codex." Adding to the different cultures the children have 
already been experientially exposed to in enacting a Greek fable and 
playing musical games from Africa, Asturias shows students how to 
make their own Mayan codex.  
 
Media Making and Critical Thinking  
Asturias demonstrates crumpling, folding, and cutting off the bottom of a brown grocery bag to make a 
six-page fold-out "book," or codex. Once their books are constructed, students compose a story line with 
a beginning, middle, and end. They plan how they will communicate the plot pictorially, using just a few 
words, before they begin painting it.  
 
According to Leo Politi Elementary School principal Louis Carrillo, multicultural activities that increase 
children's understanding of differences are important because "as children reflect more deeply about 
'What do other people think and believe?' it makes them deeper, more critical thinkers."  
 
Additionally, these visual arts activities give students practice in developing and strengthening the 
drawing and storyboarding skills they'll need to successfully illustrate their end-of-the-school-year 
animation project.  
 
Choices, Community, and Key Question #4  
What lifestyles, values and points of view are represented or omitted in the message?  
Questions to Guide Young Children: What does this tell me about how other people live and believe? Is 
anything or anyone left out?  
 
Key Question #3 encourages students to consider what the audience brings to a message, but Question 
#4: "What lifestyles, values and points of view are represented or omitted in the message?" involves 
them in evaluating what the message itself says or shows...and what it doesn't. This insight reflects Core 
Concept #4, "Media have embedded values and points of view." 
 
The reason it's important for children to understand that media have embedded values and points of view 
is because "Objectivity is a myth," says media literacy coach Jeff Share. "How can you create a piece of 
media without bias? There are choices made, whether conscious or unconscious. Whether it's overt or 
not, bias is always there," says Share. "The biggest problem with bias is when people don't recognize it 
and believe that there can be neutral communication."  
 
Bias and Point of View  
Students in Steve Schullo's third-grade class uncovered an example of 
bias, one of misrepresentation, when they began studying urban 
wildlife. In sharing what they knew about urban animals such as bats, 
wolves, and rats, students agreed that most of what they had heard 
through mass media "is all the bad stuff." To present a different 
perspective, the children conducted research using books, 
newspapers, and the Internet, and made colorful posters about their 
findings.  
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Third-grade students in Lorenza Yarnes's class discovered firsthand how point-of-view can communicate 
completely different descriptions of the same thing when they created two newspapers about their school. 
The photos and interviews in one of their newspapers is based on facts; the other is a fictionalized 
account.  
 
Luiz Sampaio, the Arts Education Advisor for LAUSD's Local District 4 adds: "Personally, I think many 
Americans are brainwashed by the TV and media. So we have to teach our students how to look at things 
a little more critically. To me, it's really about developing smart citizens."  
 
The Invisible Dominant Culture  
MCED artist/educator Amy Santo points out another example of media bias: omission. She mentions the 
TV automobile commercial with "zoom, zoom, zoom" sung in the background as an example. Few people 
recognize "it's an African-Brazilian capoeira song created long before there were cars to make that 
sound," Santo says. "The song sounds cool, it grabs attention, it sells a product, but it's cut off from the 
people and places that created it. Like it or not," she says, "much of what we receive as cultural 
information comes through filtered media that is designed and edited by specific people."  
 
In looking at under-represented minorities and what's kind of invisible in mass media Santo states, "a lot 
of us grow up thinking we don't look the way we're supposed to look. For girls and women it's often 
related to body image: the color of your skin, your hair, and your features. Even for boys, there are a lot 
of images we take in that set a standard for what they are supposed to look like. And if you don't look 
like that it can be really hard on a lot of people," she says. "To be OK with your body is one of the 
building blocks for participation—not only at school but in other areas of students' lives."  
 
Community and Participation  
During Santo's preliminary visits to a classroom, students perform movements designed to help them feel 
comfortable in their own skin. They practice communicating with their bodies to become familiar with the 
language of dance and its elements, such as time, space, and flow. The children also engage in problem-
solving exercises and learn cooperation skills so they can dance together as community.  
 
In keeping with the Project's Year 3 theme of "community," Santo 
engages students in enacting a capoeira community circle. It is a 
group activity that requires participation. There are two musicians and 
observers, and two artists who play in the middle. Students take turns 
and follow certain rituals for getting into and out of the circle. "When 
students step up and express themselves with their bodies," she says, 
"as well as with their writing and reading and all the other images and 
media they make, then they are learning to become participants."  
 
"Dance isn't like physical education," Santo explains. "It's not about 
who is the most flexible or the strongest. It's cooperative. Everyone 
can feel it in the music and movements you do together." She thinks 
it's important that students learn that the joyful emotions they 
experience dancing is "a healthy, positive choice you don't get from 
drugs or alcohol, or think that you're getting from how you look or 
how you dress," she says. "It helps students know it's one of their 
choices."  
 
Brands, Billboards and Key Question #5  
Why was this message sent?  
Questions to Guide Young Children: Is this trying to tell me something? Is this trying to sell me 
something?  
 
The last of the Five Key Questions that help students become media literate is "Why was this message 
sent?" Reflecting on 'Why?' helps children understand Core Concept #5, "All media are organized to gain 
profit and/or power." It encourages them to evaluate the motivations behind the media messages they 
encounter.  
 
"Most students from kindergarten up have the cognitive ability to understand that the goal of advertising 
is to sell," writes media literacy coach Jeff Share in an article for Democracy and Education. "Since 
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advertising is the foundation of mass media, it is essential that students understand the economic 
motivation behind most media."  
 
Ads, Logos, and Commercials  
The majority of students in Lorena Mendoza's second-grade "waiver" 
class are new to this country, so 70 percent of the instruction is in 
Spanish and 30 percent in English. Because Coach Share is bilingual, 
he speaks with students in both languages when he visits the class to 
model media literacy instruction.  
 
Prior to Share's demonstration lesson on advertising, Mendoza's 
students had completed several exercises preparing them to take the 
subject deeper. They looked at a Product Brand Alphabet, adapted from an artwork by Heidi Cody, to see 
how many single-letter logos, such as the ‘F’ in Fritos, they could recognize. Some of the brands weren't 
familiar to the youngsters but they easily identified the ones from candy wrappers, like the ‘R’ in Reeses.  
' 
Students also took home a worksheet asking parents to watch a commercial with their children and help 
them answer three questions about it: What are they selling? Who are they selling it to? and How are 
they trying to sell the product?  
 
A Demonstration Lesson  
Share describes his visit in one of several "Demonstration Lesson Notes" posted on NiceNet, a virtual 
meeting place for Project SMARTArt participants:  

 
I began my lesson talking with the students about the purpose of advertising. They already knew 
this and told me several times that "ads want to sell you something and sometimes they are 
tricky." So we then moved in to looking at ads and I asked them to separate the product 
(producto) from the brand (marca). The kids had difficulty at first but were very fast to catch on.  
 
We passed out magazines to all the kids, working in pairs. 
They had a piece of paper divided in half to write the product 
and the brand. The kids were very excited and did great with 
the activity, on task the entire time. After most kids had about 
4 or 5 ads listed we had them return to the carpet to discuss 
techniques of persuasion. Lorena and I agreed on introducing 
the kids to just five techniques at this time (possibly more 
later): humor, family, nature, rich, and macho. We used 
magazine ads that I brought in to analyze and choose which 
technique was at play in each ad. After we discussed all five 
and saw examples in ads, we role played the concepts. I had 
different students come up and help me act out each of the 
five techniques and the rest of the class had to guess which 
technique we were using. The kids really enjoyed the acting 
and guessing.  
 
Lorena and I agreed that for the next lesson on Friday, we would continue this lesson to have 
students cut out magazine ads and separate them into piles according to techniques of 
persuasion. Then each team will use the ads to make collages and post them in the room. These 
collages can be great resources to help them later to make their own ads as they can easily and 
visually reflect on the different techniques of persuasion.  

 
"I was very surprised," says Mendoza, "the kids are pretty aware. As long as you teach them and expose 
them to what is out there, they'll be able to think about what is on TV or in an ad. They actually can 
reason very well."  
 
Media, Math, and Life Skills  
As third-graders in Ralph Sanders' class watch and discuss the Buy Me That videos he observes, "the Key 
Questions help the kids focus intently. They get students to look with a critical eye and say, What's the 
real message here? Who did this? Why? Why do you understand it differently than I do," says Sanders. 
"It helps them become critical thinkers, teaching them to question the images they come across."  
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One day, students in Bonnie Blitzstein's special day class walked from the school to a neighborhood 
market. Along the main street, they noticed every billboard and sign was in Korean. A few blocks away all 
the signs were in Spanish. "Just to have them become aware of billboards was a big deal," Blitzstein says, 
"because there is so much all around them when they're walking down the street, and I think they are 
oblivious to it."  
 
"With my class I tie a lot of things into shopping" she explains, "because I'm trying to get them to be 
aware of how much they're bombarded with buying things." The multi-aged fourth- and fifth-graders in 
her class do a lot of activities with money and fractions. At the market, they consider what cookies cost, 
and figure out the weight and price per unit on meat packages. In class, they use math to count dance 
steps and clap rhythms to count the number of syllables in words...."ways I wouldn't have thought of 
before," Blitzstein acknowledges.  
 
"I've always told my students that their goal is to be independent," she says. "Media literacy is another 
way I can give them skills for life that are really of value."  
 
 
Evaluate and Reflect 
The last three Classroom Vignettes demonstrate how evaluating and reflecting upon the form and content 
of media messages empowers students with tools to:  

• consider the implications of a message—what it means to them and what it might mean to 
others;  

• challenge stereotypes and misrepresentations; and  
• judge the validity and relevance of a message, based on their own experiences, needs, and 

values.  
 
 
Create and Act  
When media analysis is combined with creative production using the Project's "inquiry process" approach, 
students learn and express themselves through multiple intelligences. These multiple ways of learning, 
originally defined by Howard Gardner in Frames of Mind, are linguistic/verbal, logical/mathematical, 
musical/rhythmic, visual/spatial, body/kinesthetic, intrapersonal and interpersonal.  
 
Project-based Learning  
Toward the end of each track session, SMARTArt's K-5 students worked with professionals from 
AnimAction, Inc. to create their final project. After selecting a social issue related to the SMARTArt 
theme, students used technology tools to produce a 30-second animated public service announcement.  
 
In Years 1 and 2, the student-produced animations targeted the grant's stipulated theme of violence and 
violence prevention. The animations demonstrate how much information children assimilate about 
violence from the tough inner-city neighborhoods they live in, and from TV, movies, and video games.  
 
The expressions on the faces and body language of the stick-figure 
characters in the student animation entitled The Grudge show the 
horror and sorrow of murder while communicating the message: 
"Think before you act or you'll be sorry." The animation entitled Don't 
Get Into Gangs depicts a bloody gun killing; and Please Don't Shoot 
People portrays a bank robbery, showing the burglars being caught 
and locked up in prison. Other student-produced animations present 
positive alternatives to destructive behavior. Fight in the Playground 
communicates the message: "Stop or pay the consequences" and No 
More Harm Animals is a plea to "treat animals with kindness."  
 
Technology and Teamwork  
Working in teams of ten or less, students apply their imagination and 
drawing skills to compose their message, plan a storyboard, and 
illustrate the title, scenes, and credits. They also create and record 
their own soundtracks, using various percussion instruments and 
rhythms.  
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In the process, students learn how to communicate using technology tools, terms, and processes. "I think 
it's important to understand that the materials we bring into the classroom are based on a professional 
studio," says Clifford Cohen, President of AnimAction. "We've adapted and synthesized the various 
techniques and formats but kept the terms as you would find them in a studio."  
 
Students can tell it's the genuine article. In practicing how to share resources responsibly and react 
appropriately to problems of technology and equipment, they often express, "I didn't realize animation 
takes so long to do. Now when I look at cartoons I'm going to look at them differently."  
 
In addition to giving students a professional environment, the teamwork involved in the production 
fosters a positive work ethic. "When students work as part of a team they're learning how to face 
challenges, accomplish goals, and cooperate and negotiate if they disagree," Cohen says. "And they're 
learning that it's possible to apply yourself to something that you didn't know anything about and actually 
produce. I want kids to grow up with a combination of people and media skills that will help them succeed 
in the 21st century."  
 
Student Showcase  
In the Project's first year, all of the students' animated PSAs were 
consolidated into a video. Although few families attended an after-
school presentation of the video, each student took home a copy to 
share with their parents. In Year 2, a video of the animations was 
shown to an enthusiastic audience at an end-of-the-year School-wide 
Student Showcase.  
 
Animation Training  
In the first two years of SMARTArt, teachers and artists attended a 
two-hour workshop after school, which provided them with enough 
training to enable AnimAction professionals to go in and produce the animations with the kids in one day. 
In Year 3, teachers were trained and coached by AnimAction staff to produce the student animations "in 
their own time, in their own style, using our tools," says Cohen.  
 
In Year 3, teachers and artists attended in a full-day workshop to learn 
about and experiment using what Cohen calls The BOX! Animation 
Production Studio™. “It's a complete animation system," he says, 
"containing instruction manuals, lesson plans, a comprehensive video, 
and a software package that can run on a low-end PC." With it, 
students and teachers can produce the animations, do post-
production, and burn their own CDs. By the end of Year 3, two 
teachers were actively producing animations with their students using 
The BOX!.  
 
The children's efforts were recognized through a festival called H2ed in 
New York, which chose the animation short Playing with Guns, which 
was produced by Leo Politi students through Project SMARTArt.  
 
Collaborative Thinking and Best Practices  
"In creating the animations students really have to think critically about 'How do I convey my message 
through the use of language and pictures?' observes Richard Alonzo, LAUSD Local District 4 
Superintendent. "This is a lot different than 'Let's read a story, discuss what it's about, and write 
something about it before moving on to the next unit,'" he says. "It gives kids the opportunity to focus 
and concentrate on one particular activity; to think about it more collaboratively with their teacher, as a 
group.  
 
Teaching and learning are a social activity," Alonzo continues, "and the activities I've seen that have 
come out of SMARTArt are the kind that foster those best practices."  
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
 
"It's one thing to have theories, educational frameworks, and new ways of teaching," says CML President 
and CEO Tessa Jolls, "but it's another thing to make it work in the classroom. The first thing to recognize 
is that success rests on professional development."  
 
During the three-year Project, forty-two teachers from Leo Politi 
Elementary School and 10 artist/educators from the Los Angeles Music 
Center Education Division (MCED) participated in CML's media literacy 
training. The majority of teachers have been part of the SMARTArt 
teaching team for at least two years, and half of the artists 
participated all three years. "Those who were not interested are gone," 
says artist Alvaro Asturias. "We are the die-hards. We feel this is valuable."  
 
Training and Support  
CML supports the teaching team with learning objectives, activity plans, vocabulary lists, and resource 
materials, as well as pedagogy about best practices. Media literacy coach Jeff Share, supported by Jolls, 
models best practices as he leads CML's large-group training workshops. In Year 3, Share also held small-
group coaching sessions and conducted in-class demonstration lessons.  
 
“All MCED artists participate in a specific training process when they begin teaching for the organization," 
explains Denise Grande, MCED Director of Strategic Initiatives. Artists and teachers also receive 
technology training from AnimAction. However, the majority of SMARTArt's schoolteachers and artists 
had little or no prior knowledge of either animation or media literacy.  
 
"I knew nothing about media literacy," admits artist Andrew 
Grueschow. Teacher Lorena Mendoza says, "I had never heard of a 
media literacy program." So the challenge was not only to train adults 
in using media literacy inquiry to develop the four process skills of 
accessing, analyzing, evaluating and creating information, but also to 
show them how to teach these skills to children.  
 
Two-way Communication  
Kicking-off Year 3's professional development workshops, coach Share 
involves teachers and artists in a one-way and two-way communication activity. As participants chose 
their partners, Share projects a geometric diagram on the overhead screen in front of the room. One 
partner sits facing the screen. The other sits behind them facing back, holding a paper and pencil so they 
can draw the diagram as described to them...without asking any questions.  
 
When the drawings are complete, Share asks people to talk about what they experienced. One of the 
'senders' of the message said, "I had to repeat a lot." Another remarked, "It was frustrating. To make it 
clear I had to describe it in many different ways." Those 'receiving' the message complained "I missed 
details," or "he used terminology I didn't understand." Heads nodded in agreement when someone said, 
"It made me feel like a student who doesn't know what the teacher is talking about." When the exercise 
was repeated with questions allowed, however, the receivers' comments changed to, "it clarified 
everything," and "I felt I got it on the first try."  
 
Share sums up the lesson: "If people ask questions it helps them solve 
problems more easily." Understanding this concept is fundamental to 
media literacy's instructional model. When educators move away from 
being the traditional information provider to becoming a facilitator, 
"the more kids get experiences in asking questions; the more we're 
moving to two-way communication in classes," says Share.  
 
Process Skills and Practice  

 learning process skills rather than content, "it's not facts you cover in one 

standards-based, integrated activities for their classrooms.  

Because media literacy is about
session and move on," Jolls says. "It's like learning how to swim; it's something that has to be practiced 
again and again over time." Both the large-group workshops and direct coaching sessions are rigorous, 
giving the teaching team plenty of practice in thinking critically about media messages and in planning 
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Real Men/Real Women  
All of the professional development workshop activities can be replicated in the classroom. For instance, 

pt #4 Media have embedded values and points of view, Share talks about the 

amera angles, and more) that alter the perceived "reality." They 

MediaLit Kit™ we try to push it beyond just cognitive 
kills, and ask questions that also have social implications, like aski

ts to reflect on things that most 

 the series of Year 3 workshops, activities such as Real Men/Real Women are followed by one of the 
a teacher in-service. For instance, Grueschow demonstrated a media literacy 

 educators form small teams, 
rouped by grade level, and brainstorm ways to integrate instructional 

ity of the teachers and teaching artists to be able to i
sson plan within about 30 minutes as the culmination of the training they received. It was really 

 took time to determine the amount of training teachers would need to learn and reinforce new skills. 
t year, it was clear two days wasn't enough. "It was tough," remembers teacher Steve 

 2, the CML MediaLit Kit™, co-developed by CML Founder and Chair Elizabeth Thoman and Jolls, 
as introduced. Coach Share thinks the development of the Five Key Questions and core concepts is "a 

when discussing Key Conce
way mass media "normalizes the invisible dominant culture." Then he asks the teaching team, "What 
images of men and women do mainstream media most often show?" From stacks of magazines and 
newspapers, the educators cut out male and female images and pin them onto two large poster boards.  
 
The class looks at and discusses the photographic techniques (lighting, 
c
compare the magazine images to real men and women they know, and 
engage in a conversation about what certain images represent and 
how they make them feel. Emotions influenced by mass media "are 
not irrelevant," Share says. "When images of beautiful men and 
women make people feel inadequate those feelings can be 
internalized."  
 
"With the CML 
s ng about values, asking about point of 
view," says Share. "The whole point of those questions is to get studen
people in society today don't think about."  
 
Integration Works!  
In
MCED artists conducting 
lesson he uses in the classroom to teach how music affects moods. By the final workshop session, artists 
have shared lessons in each of the four visual and performing arts disciplines: dance, theatre 
(storytelling), music, and visual art.  
 
After each artist in-service, Project
g
standards. They tie in the media literacy standards specified in the 
McRel K-12 Language Arts Benchmarks for "Viewing" and "Media" with 
California State Standards in the Visual and Performing Arts. 
Connections to other academic subjects also are considered. In Year 3, 
the state English Language Development standards were included in 
the mix. It sounds complex, but as artist Danzig points out, "we've 
been in training for so long we have a lot of ideas on how to 
incorporate it."  
 
“We see the abil ntegrate these standards into a 
le
exciting to know that this task was indeed possible,” Jeff Share noted. Even so, Asturias says, "it was 
amazing to me how easy it was for everyone to weave in all these things together and realize all that 
they have in common. It's a big jump that everybody as a group has made, but it's taken a lot of work 
over the past three years," he says. "Even last year, we were still figuring out what we needed to do."  
 
Evolution  
It
After the firs
Schullo, "because you really have to stretch your style to think of alternate ways of teaching." Teacher 
Ralph Sanders recalls, "it felt disjointed." Jolls admits, "In the first year we didn't have a consistent 
framework. We had the five concepts but we hadn't articulated it into our expression of what questions to 
ask."  
 
In Year
w
great stepping stone, a framework letting the teachers see, 'I can do this.'"  
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"The framework provides the key integration piece for pulling together the different curricular areas as 

he number of large-group workshops in Year 2 increased to three 

y Year 3, SMARTArt's professional development workshops increased 

lls notes that Project educators "said it was so helpful to have Jeff 

n the end, I think the true question SMARTArt answered is whether it is possible for teachers to 

rogress  
ng of Year 3, teacher Ralph Sanders says, "now that I have a better understanding I feel it 

cross the board, artists and teachers acknowledge that media literacy training has benefited them both 

ncreased Understanding  
evelopment sessions also raised awareness among school and District 

creased understanding among administrators has led to 

well as the arts," Jolls says. "It's the intellectual glue that holds it all together."  
 
T
days, with a one-day coaching session. Because of the school's 
alternating track schedules, a one-day New Teacher/Artist Workshop 
was added for people joining the group later. Monthly meetings among 
artists and teachers also were established to allow more time for them 
to collaborate on classroom activities. At the end of the second year, 
two days were set aside for the teaching team to plan Project curricula 
for the following year.  
 
B
to four days, with six coaching sessions and monthly after-school 
meetings. Additionally, coach Share provided targeted professional 
development by visiting individual classrooms two days a month to 
demonstrate media literacy lessons. He feels the in-class coaching 
"helps teachers see what media literacy looks like in action, and gives 
them ideas and direction to see how they can integrate it with the 
curricula."  
 
Jo
come and demonstrate lessons, to show them and work with them. I t
this year made a tremendous difference."  
 

hink the level of support they got 

"I
integrate media literacy with the arts, as well as language arts within an ELD context," Jolls said. "The 
answer was a resounding YES, and the teachers and teaching artists who participated in the project 
provided all the proof needed through the innovative lessons and projects that they did with the 
children." 
 
P
At the beginni
will be more cohesive and I'll get things to flow a lot better." Teacher Lorenza Yarnes, who works on a 
different track session and was already well into the academic year relates, "now I am using the media 
literacy questions and concepts more intuitively in all instruction."  
 
A
personally and professionally. Artist Grueschow says, "it helped me grow a lot," and artist Asturias 
asserts, "it adds an essential layer to what I do." Bonnie Blitzstein says, "as a teacher it has really helped 
me. I have been able to give my students things I wouldn't have before because I didn't even know about 
it." Teacher Mendoza agrees. "Learning how to apply this and put it into work with the kids made me 
develop." Mendoza also admits it made her more aware that "with the current focus only on traditional 
academic subjects, we're forgetting all the other subjects children can benefit from if we learn to 
integrate it."  
 
I
The SMARTArt professional d
administrators. Luiz Sampaio, Arts Education Advisor for LAUSD Local District 4, explains how the 
workshops helped him understand media literacy. "When I saw it on paper it gave me a sense of it," but 
he didn't fully comprehend it he says, "until I actually attended some of the trainings and had the hands-
on experiences with the activities that you can replicate in the classroom. I think that's really powerful 
and an essential integration piece when pulling various curricular areas 
together."  
 
In
presentations about SMARTArt at a faculty meeting and at two 
professional development "Buy Back" days at Leo Politi Elementary 
School. Other efforts have been undertaken, as well, to help sustain 
the program. Representatives from Leo Politi Elementary School, 
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Berendo Middle School, and Belmont High School met to discuss establishing a K-12 media literacy 
strand, since these schools reach many of the same children through their academic careers. Also, 
administrators who report directly to Richard Alonzo, Superintendent of Subdistrcit 4, received a one-day 
training in media literacy, and the LAUSD Arts Branch has now established media arts as a separate 
discipline to be addressed throughout the district. These efforts all reinforce the use of a common 
framework, which allows for a common vocabulary and approach for teaching and learning.  
 
Reflection  

 the rich learning that takes place when teachers and 

he students benefit in more ways than one. According to Asturias, an 

t sets an example," says Asturias. "You know we say many things 

ARTNERSHIP  

rust and commitment top the list of attributes that make the SMARTArt partnership successful. As 

teve Schullo, Teacher and Technology Coordinator, and Bonnie 

the Los Angeles Music Center Education 

t of Hollywood's AnimAction, Inc.  

"We all edia literacy training workshops and 

he team collaborates to ensure that the Project's integrated curricula 

ccording to Jolls, a major factor contributing to the success of the 

 True Grit  
nitially, we knew this was a pilot, we knew it was an experiment," sa

ationship between media literacy and the arts?' 'How do we integrate 

Reflecting on
artists work together to develop and deliver instruction, 
artist/educator Amy Santo admits, "it takes a lot of planning time with 
teachers. This Project is really asking everyone to stretch," she says. 
"It's been a real collaboration."  
 
T
artist/educator who worked on the Project all three years, the children 
"are becoming more inquisitive and more intelligent when they look at 
media." He also points out that "it's really good for them to see all 
these different people working together to achieve some kind of goal. 
That it's not just their teachers but also media literacy professionals 
who come and do different things with them, and artists who come, 
and we all work on this Project.  
 
"I
but it's what we do that really counts."  
 
 

P
 

T
Coordinating Partner for the Project, CML President and CEO Tessa Jolls works closely with administrators 
of three partnering organizations:  

Louis Carrillo, Principal, S
Blitzstein, Teacher and Overall Track Coordinator for the Project at Leo Politi Elementary School 
(Los Angeles Unified School District, Local District 4),  

Denise Grande, Director of Strategic Initiatives for 
Division (MCED), and  

Clifford Cohen, Presiden

 bring something different to the table," says Cohen. M
support for SMARTArt's teaching team are managed by Jolls and CML media literacy coach Jeff Share. 
Grande, who engineered the structure of the SMARTArt program with Jolls, establishes the schedule for 
connecting residency artists with teachers to bring workshops in the arts into the classroom. Cohen's 
organization provides technology training and production, addressing the grant's stipulated violence 
prevention theme by having students produce animated public service announcements.  
 
T
meets both the objectives of the grant and the instructional goals of 
Local District 4 of the Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) and 
Leo Politi Elementary School, where the SMARTArt media literacy 
project is implemented.  
 
A
Project, "is that the partners work so well together. They really put the 
interest of the project first," she says. "That makes a big difference."  
 
Planning and
"I ys Jolls. "So we determined what 
we wanted to find out: 'Is there a rel
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them into the elementary curriculum jointly?' It was an unknown," asserts Jolls, "so we went in with 'Let's 
try and see how it might be possible.'  
 
I think we've got a lot of answers along the way," Jolls says. "Yes, 
efinitely integrate media literacy and the arts into the curriculum. 

lls, Share, Grande, Schullo, and 
ohen held informal planning meetings among themselves and staff, 

 

id 
otential problems," Grande explains. "A lot of it is proactive. But there's also a lot of assessment along 

ke something stick in schools is very difficult. You have to 
ave true grit," she says. "You have to dig your heels in and say 'I'm not going away until this happens.' 

 major difficulty in implementing the Project was scheduling. Because it's a year-round school, Leo Politi 
s three alternating teaching tracks. "There are always two tracks on and one track off," 

D's Patrice Cantarelli was responsible for scheduling all 
e artists' classroom visits. It's complicated because six artists teach 

Track 
oordinator, Bonnie Blitzstein, review it with the Principal so there are 

ith so many partners," Jolls says, "we all had different ambitions, 
 a common goal. The Five Key Questions in the 

ion works. "The questions are the one thi  
ou can be teaching language arts or math and integrate the Key Questions." According to Jolls, "this 

ng process when they come across any 
edia or any message,” says Jolls. "The Five Key Questions are a starting process for them. Teachers will 

later learn that these questions are only the beginning...but they're a really strong beginning."  
 

d
There's a strong relationship there."  
 
Throughout the three-year Project, Jo
C
and scheduled periodic meetings with Carrillo to seek advice and 
resolve issues. "We sit around and eat biscotti and plan for the best 
strategies," Cohen says casually." Grande-Harris says, "We brainstorm 
and chew on different issues, such as 'Are we on track?' 'What are th
fixed? And if it can't be fixed, how do we continue to make progress?'"  
 
In addressing what is working and what's not, "there is always the element of trying to foresee and avo

e challenges?' 'What needs to be

p
the way: 'Where are we?' 'Is this where we want to be?' It's hard work," she says. "It's really important 
to have partners you trust and respect."  
 
Jolls agrees. "Implementation is hard; to ma
h
Because if it doesn't happen in the classroom, then we're all wasting our time."  
 
Scheduling  
A
Elementary ha
explains principal Louis Carrillo. Teachers working on the same track keep organized through a SMARTArt 
Track Coordinator. An Overall Track Coordinator represents the Project teachers' voice to school 
administrators and helps coordinate facility planning, financial and other matters in meetings with Jolls 
and Carrillo.  
 
In 2003, MCE
th
the visual and performing arts disciplines to students in 16 Project 
teachers' classrooms, and each artist presents four-to-six sessions. 
"The different tracks make scheduling incredibly complex," Jolls says. 
"The Music Center is genius with the logistics they have to do."  
 
Once the MCED schedule is set, Grande and the Overall 
C
no overlaps in scheduling, such as arranging to have a dance class in 
the auditorium during band practice.  
 
A Common Vision  
"W
yet at the same time
CML MediaLit Kit™ give everyone a focal point, a common vision of 
what the mission of the Project is. And it provides a key integration 
piece for all curricular areas."  
 
Jolls explains how the integrat ng that's consistent," she says.
"Y
has emerged as the strength of using a media literacy approach. And the great thing about it is that it's 
really a meta-frame; it can be applied in and outside of school."  
 
"We want teachers and students to have an automatic questioni
m
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From the standpoint of starting a media literacy program in a school, Jolls notes that it is "important to 
have a focal point that sounds clear and doable, and that provides a common vocabulary, so everybody is 
on the same page. It's like an agenda for a meeting," she says. "It helps people see where they're going, 
ives them a way to get there, and gives them a common way to discuss issues and solve problems. It 

chool population, it has 8 local 
istricts to enable more direct communication with schools. "District 4 

rs," says Superintendent Richard 

lvement. State content standards and 
auren Resnick's Principles of Learning guide theory and practice 

racy in terms of students being 
g able to understand literature 

ve hit state and District 
rowth targets for the past five years." In FY2001/2002 eighty percent 

 

media literacy fits in very nicely," he says. 
e wouldn't have media literacy in the school if it wasn't working

rriculum." As Luiz Sampaio, District 4's Arts 
ducation Advisor, observes, "the strategies and conceptual ideas from the media literacy project become 

 other curricular units that the teachers are using."  

ry 
ood results with student achievement. But there has to be room for 

hance the effort for kids to learn 
ow to read and write, but do it in ways that might be more interesting."  

g
provides a common basis for action."  
 
Achieving Instructional Goals  
Because the Los Angeles Unified School District is so large, serving 
nearly 12 percent of California's entire s
d
has approximately 3,000 teache
Alonzo, "and in every one of its 67 schools more than half of the 
children are English learners."  
 
All of Local District 4's resources and efforts are focused on five areas: 
literacy, math, English language development, intervention for children 
falling behind, and parent invo
L
throughout the schools. "Literacy is something we have been working
years," Alonzo emphasizes. "Literacy through all the content areas; lite
able to read and write and comprehend what they're reading, and bein
through a variety of different means."  
 
He adds, "To me, that includes the literacy we have around us through print, television, motion pictures, 
and technology. I see Project SMARTArt as being part of this effort to make sure that kids are literate, 
and that they are able to function in society."  

 on consistently for the past four 

 
Alonzo asserts that "by maintaining our focus and not waiving from it, 
our schools have been able to make significant gains. Our Limited-
English-Proficiency and Hispanic populations ha
g
of District 4 schools met their Academic Performance Index growth 
figures. In FY2002/2003, ninety-three percent did, "and Leo Politi was
one of them."  
 
Principal Carrillo points out, "anything we bring into the school is 
filtered to see where it fits and how it furthers our goals in each of the 
five areas. For example, 
"W  hand in hand, and sometimes 
enhancing, what we're already doing around those goals."  
 
Added Value  
Carrillo contends that "the media literacy Key Questions are very natural, they're very meaty. So you can 
build a whole theme around them and still do all the cu
E
a focal point for
 
Superintendent Alonzo thinks Project SMARTArt "adds more benefit 
and more value to the programs we have on teaching to the 
standards, and to our Open Court program, which has gotten us ve
g
looking at things in different ways.  
 
Teachers need to have some freedom," Alonzo says, "to incorporate 
other aspects of the curriculum—whether it's the arts, or whether it's 
science, or technology—that will en
h
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STUDENT ASSESSMENT  
 
It is impossible to evaluate the success of the Project without weighing its impact on student learning and 
teacher development. But "before you can measure success, you must first identify what elements define 
it," says CML President and CEO Tessa Jolls.  
 
The experimental nature of a demonstration project such as SMARTArt makes it “difficult to determine 
the right questions to ask in advance because you don't know what to expect," Jolls says. "In the 
beginning we didn't know the answers to fundamental questions, such as, 'Is it possible to motivate 
teachers to teach in a new way?' 'Can the basics of the arts disciplines and media literacy be integrated 
into multiple curricula?' 'Is there a strong connection to language arts development?'" she explains. "As 
the Project progressed, we learned the answer to all of those questions was 'Yes,' but they were unknown 
when we began."  
 
Because of this, the Project's common measurement tools were limited to the end-of-the-year group 
evaluation of the student-produced animations and written assessment of the professional development 
training sessions, as described in Project Evaluation.  
 
Quantative and Qualitative Measures  
It is difficult to identify student progress directly attributable to the Project because the norm-referenced, 
multiple-choice questions in standardized tests measure only one type of learning. In projects like 
SMARTArt, which use a variety of learning modalities to develop students' skills in critical thinking and 
creative expression, better ways to measure progress are portfolio-based assessments, teacher 
observations, and authentic assessments.  
 
In the first year a Pre/Post Test, administered in videotaped interviews 
with students at the beginning and at the end of Project sessions, was 
unsuccessful. The third year a Pre/Post Test was tried again. This time 
it was unsuccessful due to inconsistent teacher preparation. Authentic 
assessment "is one part that is often overlooked and difficult to 
undertake," Jolls notes. In SMARTArt "a certain amount of rubrics and 
portfolios were used, but empirical assessment wasn't done." Although 
artists traditionally receive training in performance-based evaluation of 
artifacts and portfolios, generally schoolteachers have "neither the 
training nor the tools to do it," she says.  
 
The limited amount of time available to teachers during class to 
conduct performance-based assessments was another factor. Because 
of the mandated focus on standardized test scores, a great deal of 
classroom time is required to administer the tests and prepare children 
to take them. English language learners especially need coaching in 
order to comprehend norm-referenced test questions such as "Which 
one of the following does not show...?" that are expressed in syntax 
more easily understood by a Caucasian child.  
 
Despite these challenges, several individuals on the SMARTArt teaching team did implement effective 
performance-based practices, as illustrated in the following representative examples.  
 
Critiques, Rubrics, and Support  
When artist/educator Candy Danzig evaluates a student's ability to take a story, improvise, and present it 
in different ways, she's looking for process, not product. "It’s what we did; how they got the exercise; 
how they listened to and supported each other," she says. She looks at "how well students follow a basic 
rule in improvisation: to accept what another person creates and make it their own." In measuring 
progress Danzig uses both individual and group performance-based tools.  
 
A group assessment critique called “Two Likes and a Wish” takes place at the end of each storytelling 
exercise or rehearsal. Students say two things they like and get to wish for something they think could be 
improved. Danzig models appropriate responses: "I liked the way he knew the story; I liked how the 
other person supported him," she says, "and l wish each person would have contributed more equally."  
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She also uses a standard perform
roficiency, from Well Done to Le

ance rubric with five levels of 
ss than Competent. "Going from 

th. If given parameters within which to work, students have the freedom to be 

r career."  

e about all the things they learned."  

based media literacy activities, "help them open up and 
el good about questioning and discussing what they're curious about."  

ere working on their animations 
e happening in the neighborhood 
tter about dealing with it on an 

al artist/educator Alvaro Asturias, "but I want 
tudents to be articulate about what they make and what they see."  

om the beginning," Asturias says. "There is clear criteria about what 
they know it, and we can talk 

e points out the importance of exhibiting the visual artifacts children 

p
frozen to being able to get up with a partner and participate," Danzig 
notes, "may score low on the rubric but it's high performance for the 
individual. Because often you're breaking through a history of non-
articipation."  p

 
"People who don't get opportunities to participate are the ones who 
spend most of their time in front of a computer or a television set," 
according to Danzig. But she's quick to point out that "students aren't 
going to learn how to participate without support." Danzig cites the 
example of giving students crayons and a piece of white paper and saying 'Draw anything you like.' "They 
will just sit there," she says. "You need to give them clues, like asking 'Who?' or 'What?' They need 
omething to work wis

creative."  
 
"The process sets the parameters," says Danzig. "Students take it with them to create and present their 
roject with confidence. Teachers take it with them for the rest of theip

 
Questions, Journals, Observations  
To uncover students' prior knowledge, teacher Elizabeth Williams uses a time-honored approach. At the 
beginning of a theme or unit, a "KWL Chart" prompts students to answer questions such as 'What do you 
know?' 'What would you like to learn?' "The children's answers let me know what they know," Williams 
says. "Then at the end of the unit, they writ
 
When she first asked second-graders in her class about media literacy, 
"No one had any idea what it was," Williams says. "It was plastic. 
Students didn't relate. But when I tied it into communication, they 
could understand."  
 
Each member of her class keeps a Media Journal that they write in 
after each media-related activity. Charting their ideas at the beginning 
and at the end has shown "a change in their awareness. Now they 
know it's OK to have and express their opinion," says Williams. 
"Children are very curious; they ask questions all day long," she says. 
So the inquiry-
fe
 
Williams particularly noticed the benefits of this when the children w
about violence prevention. "When we started talking about the violenc
and they began sharing how they felt about it, it helped them feel be
everyday basis."  
 
Expectations and Results  
"I'm not interested in developing art critics," says visu
s
 
Part of a good lesson "is being really clear, setting up aesthetic valuing 
fr
I expect students to do. I know it and 
about it in those terms. We talk about whether we achieved our goals 
or not, where we may have fallen short, or how much farther we went 
than expected," he says. "And I try to get teachers to continue that 
dialogue after I'm gone."  
 
H
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Reflecting on the value to students Asturias observes, "a lot of kids 
afterward. They continually mention it to their teachers. It's not somethi
 
Charts and Thinking Maps  
Bar graphs, thinking maps, and Venn diagrams are some of the tools
teacher Lorena

really look at media differently 
ng they forget."  

 
 Mendoza uses to evaluate her students' prior 

nowledge and progress in building new skills. Most of the second-

media, Mendoza's students make a bar graph, charting the 
umber of hours they watch TV each day for a week. In studying the various types of media, her second-

mages of the various 
pes of media they identified on their thinking maps and write a paragraph about them. "In the 

 see whether they've captured the essence of what we're 

 One image is on the 
over of a Muscle & Fitness magazine, the other is an Esquire cover published prior to the California 

wnload this lesson plan at: 

hen her class was investigating advertising and techniques of 

orksheet "to find out if they understood what we were talking about." 

lectronic Portfolios and Artifacts  
ch of Steve Schullo's third-graders takes home an electronic portfolio, a 

ne of the photos in the 2003 CD is of a visual art project that integrates art and media literacy with the 
chullo asks questions and the 

presentations show only violent 

eir own research, students write 
ficial. Each member of the class 

es and descriptions of city-dwelling wildlife. Schullo 
bserves that throughout the project the children stayed motivated. "They focused in and stayed on 

k
graders in her Spanish/English "waiver" class are recent immigrants to 
the United States, so visual aids help them organize their thinking and 
remember what they learn.  
 
"The school has standardized rubrics but we've not developed much 
assessment with media; there's not enough of it," says Mendoza. So 
she uses other tools. To get kids to consider the amount of time they 
spend with 
n
graders use "thinking maps," a graphic organizer that helps them organize their thinking about the 
relationships of books, radios, CDs and other media. Later they cut out magazine i
ty
discussions and the writing activities I can
talking about," says Mendoza.  
 
The interlocking circles of Venn diagrams help her students organize and compare various adjectives they 
write down to describe two different images of Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger.
c
gubernatorial election. "The children's responses, such as 'He looks sm
learn what their values are," Mendoza relates. (You can do
http://www.medialit.org/pdf/CML_DeconstructionMags.pdf)  
 

art when wearing a suit,' help me 

W
persuasion, students cut out print ads and separated them into piles to 
distinguish between different persuasive techniques, then made 
posters with multiple examples of each technique. Displaying the 
posters in the classroom provides instant reference for subsequent 
discussions. A related homework assignment involves students in 
watching a TV commercial with their parents and writing answers to 
three media literacy questions. Mendoza designed the homework 
w
Throughout the year, each member of her class compiles their media 
work in a print portfolio collection entitled, "My Media Literacy 
Journal."  
 
E
At the end of the school year, ea
CD-ROM containing work they created that year.  
 
O
Open Court Reading theme of urban wildlife. To elicit prior knowledge, S
children discuss what they know. Students agree that most media re
behaviors of wolves, bats, and other urban wildlife.  
 
Accessing various forms of media including the Internet to conduct th
reports about the different animals, including what they do that is bene
contributes to creating a colorful poster with pictur
o
task," he says. "Some of them really got into it and worked hard."  
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This and other SMARTArt activities have broadened Schullo's appreciation of "the value of art. In 
ontributing to creating something it becomes yours; you own it; you work hard on it," he says. "That in 

ents' animation projects." Feedback from 
embers of the SMARTArt teaching team comes in the form of large-

e developed. This process solidified in 
e second year with the introduction of the CML MediaLit Kit™. 

espite the challenge of teaching children new skills they were just learning themselves, the teaching 
n the third year, it's all falling 

f Strategic Initiatives. "I've been 
very case progress is not linear. 

're not making more progress; in 

vement is a gradual process," he 

Leo Politi is bringing the big ideas 
ons are seldom achieved 

aby steps," he says. "Hopefully, those steps are seeds we are planting for future forests of 
rious critical thinking."  

d public service 
nnouncements to address violence prevention "met the terms of the 

ow to deconstruct 
edia and also how to construct it," says Jolls, "so self-expression is 

y created." Most SMARTArt educators 
gree. As teacher Ralph Sanders puts it, "the students did a good job. It showed they understood it."  

 

c
itself transfers over into other activities."  

 
 
PROJECT EVALUATION  
 
"Every year, at the end of the school year, we hold a meeting to 
assess what is successful, what needs to be improved, and what can 
stay the way it is," says CML President and CEO Tessa Jolls. "And we 
watch and evaluate the stud
m
group discussions and individual written evaluations.  
 
In the first three years of this demonstration project there were too 
many unknowns to be able "to know the right questions to ask," Jolls 
says. "Now that we can identify some of the factors of success," she 
says, "we can start to generate ideas on what comes next and to 
measure results."  
 
A foundation, a framework for integrating the curricula to achieve 
common goals, first needed to b
th
Another preliminary step was "to determine how much training and 
coaching educators need to learn and teach media literacy," Jolls says, 
"and be able to integrate all the different standards to produce a one-
hour lesson."  
 
Progress Over Time  
D
team stayed committed to fulfilling the aims of the Project. "Now, i
together," observes Project partner Denise Grande, MCED's Director o
involved in several model program initiatives," she says, "and in almost e
Year 1 is all about understanding; Year 2 is all about frustration, that we
Year 3 everything begins to click."  
 
LAUSD Local District 4 Superintendent Richard Alonzo concurs. "Impro
says. "Sustainable change is done over time; it's not done overnight."  
 
CML media literacy coach Jeff Share comments, "What we are doing at 
from the ivory tower right down to earth. At the same time, grand expectati
except in b
se
 
Animation Project  
Having students create 30-second animate
a
grant and also gave a focal point," Jolls explains. "Especially in the 
first year when teachers were just beginning to learn media literacy, it 
gave us something tangible to show." The intention behind the grant 
was to have students "use media literacy to learn h
m
an important part of the project."  
 
"Media literacy is all about the process,” says coach Share. "The 
production is used to get kids deep into the process of analysis. But 
it's also great for kids to have the product, to see the animation the
a
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"It definitely brings a lot of pride when the kids see on TV something they've done," says Share. "I think 
that's been tremendous, and the kids are very impressed with how professional it looks."  
 
Among other benefits of the animation project, such as giving students 

actice in working in teams and using technology tools, "students are 
fford Cohen, President of 

riting, it might be in organizing, it 
ight be in art, or it might not be in any of those things; but that's 

 not only modele
tudents to help them reflect upon their project work, but deepened the learning of the educators. 

imations done by students who 

d in New York, which chose the 
ying with Guns, which was produced by Leo Politi kindergarten students through 

roject SMARTArt.  

now that learning is about connections," he continues. 
t's about understanding the way people and knowledge are 

terdependent, it's not about just storing 

lls emphasizes that it is essential "to adopt a common framework 

e introduction of the CML MediaLit Kit™ in the Project's second year 

om an arts-education perspective, Grande observes, "we need to 
ict-wide strategy." With district-wide 

 or what school you attend," she 
hy are we getting art three times 

ional standards in media literacy, 
age arts and other core curricula was part of the lesson planning that 

ccurred during professional development workshops. Apart from the artists' sessions, however, 
g teachers.  

y 
plementing the integrated media literacy activities during daily ELD sessions in the classrooms.  

pr
learning where their skills lay," says Cli
AnimAction, Inc. "It might be in w
m
still learning something."  
 
Each year, an authentic assessment of the student animations was 
administered in the end-of-the-year Project Evaluation. While viewing 
the final animation shorts, teachers were guided through a series of 
questions to evaluate the students’ work. The process d how teachers should work with 
s
Teachers definitely noticed improvement in the complexity of the an
participated in the program from one year to the next.  
 
The children’s efforts were also recognized through a festival called H2e
animation short Pla
P
 
Curriculum Integration  
"Everything today is represented in the media," Share says. "So 
there's nothing that's going to integrate these kids' lives and all the 
different subject areas together better than critical media literacy.  
 
“We're seeing 
"I
interconnected and in
information. The whole idea of academic disciplines is artificial," says 
Share. "In order to make connections so that something makes sense, 
we've got to break down those false walls. Media literacy is a great 
way of doing that and helping kids understand the relationships.”  
 
A Common Framework  
Jo
and have a common understanding." Progress can't occur if you have 
"a dozen different meanings of media literacy," she says. That is why 
th
was so significant. "The meta-frame of the Five Core Concepts and 
Five Key Questions permeates all curricular areas. These are important 
tools," says Jolls.  
 
Fr
think about a distr
implementation it's no longer a hit or miss. "Presently, you may get 
arts education depending on what teacher you have, what grade level,
says. "Across the board, if we aren't getting math three times a year, w
a year?"  
 
Consistent Implementation  
In Years 1 and 2 of the Project, integration of nationally stated instruct
visual performance, the arts, langu
o
implementation in the classroom was left to the discretion of participatin
 
By Year 3, improved results were achieved through incorporating the California state English Language 
Development (ELD) standards in the professional development lesson-planning sessions and consistentl
im
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Parent Involvement  
At the end of SMARTArt's first year, an After-School Showcase featured a video of the 30-second 

A and B. A small group gathered 
ecause it was held at 5:00 PM or 

ed to watch the video again and 

out the first year, a School-wide Showcase presented during regular 
chool hours in Years 2 and 3 provided SMARTArt students with an enthusiastic audience of teachers, 

de class were 
ery supportive.  

rated to the United States. "Ninety-nine percent of 
e parents don't speak English," she says. So she talks with parents 

ive Key Questions to Spanish TV soap 

he 
essage is that they have to marry a rich man in order to attain what 

endoza's efforts are a good example of how to work with parents to encourage children in applying what 
dia literacy at school to their media experiences at home. More work needs to 

he adult literacy workshops are popular within the Los Angeles 

ff Share, taught the Workshops' 

 goal of the Workshops is "to develop in parents the skills and knowledge to create a learning 
nvironment at home that supports the student's academic success." The mothers learned the writing 

ough sharing and writing stories of the struggles and joys they have 

he following are representative comments expressed by SMARTArt teachers and artist/educators in 

animated public service announcements produced by students on Tracks 
in the school library to watch the video. Few parents attended, perhaps b
because teachers didn't promote it enough. Those who did come want
again.  
 
Subsequent to the poor parent turn-
s
students, and invited administrators.  
 
Homework & Soap Operas  
"Ever since I started," says SMARTArt teacher Lorena Mendoza, "I 
invited parents to come in and learn about media literacy. Because 
there was going to be homework related to media, I wanted them to 
understand it." The parents of children in her second-gra
v
 
Mendoza teaches a Spanish/English waiver class for students who 
have recently immig
th
in Spanish and applies the F
operas. Among other issues, "we talk about the themes," Mendoza 
relates. "There's always the poor Cinderella type of character who 
finds a rich man and marries him and lives happily ever after. T
m
they want.  
 
Now the parents are going home and they are talking with the kids 
about it," Mendoza says happily, "and the kids are building verbal 
skills to communicate to the parents what they learned. It's made a 
difference in the way the kids are internalizing this."  
 
M
they are learning about me
be done to engage more parents.  
 
Family Literacy  
One of the strategies to increase family involvement and to tie-in with 
Year 3's "community" theme was to implement two Family Album 
Writing Workshops with mothers of the students.  
 
T
Unified School District. Laura Vargas of the Urban Education 
Partnership, a private nonprofit organization, conducted the seven-
week (two-hours a week) program. Her husband, SMARTArt's coach Je
media literacy component, covering the Five Key Questions for parents to use with children at home.  
 
The stated
e
process and media literacy thr
personally experienced. The final product of their work is a printed anthology with one story from each of 
the participants.  
 
Training Evaluations  
T
interviews and in FY2003-2004 training evaluations. Additional comments about what teachers learned 
are included in the Project Description's Professional Development section.  
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All this information was not necessarily new to me but it was put 
 really clear. Each time the training 

g to fit people into. I’m going to let them explore within the 
amework of the workshop, or whatever it is, and I’m going to do the 

appreciate the time to meet with the artists and having them participate in helping teachers to plan in 

 up more naturally and at more 
uides suggest.  

de Teacher  
had fun learning new ideas. I can't wait to use them in the classroom.  

ssed in interviews with Project 

 that doesn't work and teachers who've been pulled out for 
training," are some of the difficulties that crop up.”  

ommunication  
itself enables the Project," Jolls 

s, 
urricular resource materials, and coach Share's "Demonstration Lesson Notes," which describe classroom 

ency, LAUSD, and the Center for Media Literacy has a contract with them, but delays 
ccur. For instance, "grant monies released in October were not distributed until June," Jolls says. In 

acies of schools and districts are not geared to working with community 

together in a context that made it
sessions get better and better. It's really added a lot to what I do.  

— Alvaro Asturias, MCED artist/educator  
 
I have learned that I’m not going to have a set thing in my mind that 
I’m goin
fr
same thing.  

— Candy Danzig, MCED artist/educator  
 
I 
advance.  

—Claudia Perez, 2nd Grade Teacher  
 
In the classroom, the media literacy critical questions tend to come
appropriate times. Frequently they are better questions than teacher's g
— Ralph Sanders, 3rd Gra
I 

—Patrisia Torres, L.A.'s BEST (after-school program), first-
year SMARTArt teacher  

 
A very fresh way to revisit the core concepts. They didn't feel 
rehashed; they felt re-energized. When I started the training I only 
saw the negative impact media has on kids. I'm definitely more media 
aware now, and know that it can be good and bad.  

— Lorenza Yarnes, 3rd Grade Teacher  

 
 
IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES  
The following observations regarding logistical obstacles were expre
participants.  
 

"Obstacles can really get in the way of good theory," says media literacy coach Jeff 
Share with a smile. "Finding time, finding the digital camera that's been borrowed, 
dealing with a video player

 
"It's important," says CML President and CEO Tessa Jolls, "not
with the true purpose of the project."  

 

 to let logistics interfere 

C
"Because it is so complex with so many people involved, technology 
explains. "Without e-mail it wouldn't have been possible."  
 
An online virtual community at www.nicenet.org, established in Year 3 of SMARTArt, keeps participants 
informed of workshop schedules, coaching sessions, and more. It provides access to lesson plan
c
media literacy activities taking place as the Project progressed.  
 
Finances  
Getting contract monies released isn't always easy, according to Jolls. Grant funds are sent directly to the 
lead education ag
o
general, internal bureaucr
partners easily.  
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"The federal government is trying to encourage outside partne
with outside agencies," Jolls says. "Often, however, schools are 
the business side of that relationship; so you have to be pre

rships with schools and 
unprepared for handling 

pared for that."  
 

rofessional Development  
hare, is that "most teachers feel 
essive constraints of testing and 
als of education to balance what 

th all the new school requirements," he says. "This is where media literacy can help 
to focu that will help their students far more than the mere 
cquisition of isolated facts."  

rts that "the comment I hear most often from teachers is 'This is what I really want to be 
doing b g I have to do, and Open Court, and other mandated 
urricula.' Open Court is a huge program and to implement it takes more time than is available; that's 

cus more on theory than on 
implem t
differen ght in college.  

incredibly complex. Working on 
ugust and ends in June; Track B 

pril. Leo Politi’s multitrack system works on a model 
led “ e track comprising of one third of the school’s students 
d teachers rotates off for two months of vacation while a different track rotates on.  

chedule artists. For instance, exposing all SMARTArt 

ear-ro grams.  
 
Schoo
"The ye k 
between tra gins the following Monday." Group facilities, 
such as  multi-
purpose  

quired more space, ed.  

ce the student animations is a big one. In the 
rst two years, students produced their 30-second PSAs with AnimAction professional artists in a one-day 

he school provides teachers with limited professional development in 
hnology, none of it in the classroom. Students' time in 

y, one technical assistant works in the lab 

 

P
The biggest hurdle in professional development, according to coach S
overly restricted by the mandated Open Court program and the exc
preparing for testing. Teachers really need perspective about the big go
the students need wi

s teachers on the critical thinking skills 
a
 
Share asse

ut I'm overwhelmed by all the testin
c
how it is designed," says Share. "It takes a teacher with confidence to be able to not do some of the 
things they're told to do because they know they're doing what the kids really need."  
 
Another challenge is that traditional teacher preparation courses fo

entation. Teachers need to have enough experience to trust 
t than how they were tau

heir intuition and do something 

 
Scheduling  
The three tracks at this year-round school make Project scheduling 
alternating schedules, the school year for Track A teachers begins in A
goes from July to June; and Track C from July to A
cal
an

Concept 6” in which every four months on

 
Three school tracks make it cumbersome to s
students to the four visual and performing arts disciplines meant that in Year 3 eight artist/educators 
made four to six visits to each of the 16 Project teachers' classrooms.  
 
Y und schools add a level of complexity to everything, even media literacy demonstration pro

l Facilities  
ar-round facilities at the elementary school are under stress," Jolls says. "There is no brea

cks; when one goes off on a Friday, another be
 an auditorium that is constantly in use, need maintenance. Problems with overbooking the
 auditorium occurred in the first two years when dance, or other instructional sessions that

 were not available when needre
 
Technology  
The shift in the Project's last year to having teachers produ
fi
workshop. In FY2003-2004 teachers were trained to use The BOX! Animation Production Studio™, with 
four classroom coaching sessions supporting the endeavor.  
 
Computer Training, Lab Time, and Equipment  
T
computer tec
the computer lab is approximately 40 minutes-to-one hour once a 
week.  
 
Classroom computers are typically older than those in the computer 
lab. In both areas, limited technical support means the equipment 
eeds maintenance. Currentln

three hours a day.  
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The sch as and 
camcor

• 1 PC to use with The BOX! Animation Production Studio™  
ging from HyperStudio® and KidPix® to Microsoft Office® and 

enerally, lack of computer training and lab time, and minimal maintenance of technology equipment are 

th funds from the 
roject's budget.  

uotes from interviews with Project participants represent their perspectives about what 

 trying to train our 
tudents to become part of the 21st Century, and I think this is part of it. I think this is essential for 

edia literacy is integrated into what we're already doing. I see it helping our students with higher level 

— Louis Carrillo, Principal, Leo Politi Elementary School  

 
wanting to learn, wanting to question and challenge. I 

 are students learning how to understand and engage in the worl

t they can learn is how to look at 
 different way, which could challenge their thinking and create a more aware person.  

— Clifford Cohen, President, AnimAction, Inc.  

ool's lab is supplied with a good selection of technology tools, but more digital camer
ders would better accommodate media literacy studies. Presently equipment includes:  
• 25 Macintosh computers  

• Various software, ran
PowerPoint®. Skill-building software includes Thinking Things® and other vocabulary and 
math programs.  

• Three digital cameras  
• Two camcorders  
• One TV and one VCR  

 
G
common areas of difficulty in public schools. Until those items receive more attention in the educational 
system, "you have to be realistic in what you expect from teachers," Jolls says. On the up side, dedicated 
teachers can sometimes find ways to get around technical difficulties. When the school's TV and VCR 
were broken, some teachers brought in their own from home; one SMARTArt teacher bought this 
equipment for his classroom. In 2004, two TVs and two VCRs were purchased wi
P

 
 

ERSPECTIVES: Value To Students  P
The following q
SMARTArt contributed to student learning.  
 
Partnering Organizations  
Media literacy gives students a more global view, a sense of connection to the larger society. It's a way of 
looking at the world in a little more systematic and critical way. We keep saying we're
s
students to learn.  

— Luiz Sampaio, Arts Education Advisor, District 4, Los Angeles Unified School District  
 
M
thinking skills, creating more critical minds.  

 
Cognitively all kids' brains are wired in different ways, so it's good for students to get a wide variety of 
opportunities during their learning experience of going to school. The neat thing about SMARTArt is the 
way that the students are engaged in the process.  

— Richard Alonzo, Superintendent, District 4, Los Angeles Unified School District  
 
ducation is not so much teaching skills; the hard thing to develop isE

the passion for 
see that happening at Leo Politi. The kids are so turned on when 
they're doing the media literacy activities. We're bringing in the media, 
letting the kids use it, and they love it. This is the motivation that has 
been drained out of normal literacy.  
 
It's rare to find a place where elementary school teachers can work on 
these ideas of media literacy. That's a tremendous thing we've been 
able to do.  

— Jeff Share, Media Literacy Coach, Center for Media Literacy  
 
Not only d, they're learning how to be an 
active constructor of that world.  

— Denise Grande, MCED's Director of Strategic Initiatives  
 
I'm sure each student is learning different things in the Project, but wha
media and see it in a
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In a sense the media literacy process taught in the Project is a great example of what we want our 
citizens  b izens who can think about things, who can analyze and make good 
decision  W f their lives, to be able to express 
themse s
 
So we hav long with the emotional and they are tied together in a way that gives 
people  sions, expressing themselves, and participating in discussions about 
really im o

 T nd CEO, Center for Media Literacy  

iscovering how to be their own advocate is a big thing for kids to 
arn. Having experiences in working in groups, in the sense of being 

(learning how to 

literacy questions the children are gaining insight into something that’s 

g the ability to accept each other’s work and to be open to helping each other. That’s 
when c  feel like 
ou have the freedom and support to create. Learning how to open up and color outside the lines is a skill 

he mo e how media 

d strategies to become a more 

it 
asier t e 

 to e able to do. We want cit
s. e also want them to be in tune with the emotional side o
lve  and acknowledge the impact that certain messages or experiences have on them.  

e the intellectual a
the power for making deci
p rtant issues.  

— essa Jolls, President a
 
Artist/Educators  
Los Angeles Music Center Education Division  
Our focus is to make sure the experience is good for the children. The 
goal being that they become more inquisitive and more intelligent 
when they look at media. That, I think, is a gift that is enormous.  

— Alvaro Asturias, visual artist  
 
D
le
both aggressive (speaking up) and being receptive 
learn from their peers not just authority figures) are important life 
skills.  

— Amy Santo, dancer  
 
In learning and using the media 
really worthwhile, something that’s becoming more and more relevant.  

— Andrew Grueschow, percussionist  
 
Students are learnin

reativity can blossom. If somebody is supporting and not negating what you do, then you
y
students take with them into their future careers.  

— Candy Danzig, theatre artist  
 
 

 
Teachers  
Leo Politi Elementary School  
T st valuable thing students are learning is to use their critical thinking, to actually se
works without just watching TV and taking in all these ads and shows.  

— Lorena Mendoza, 2nd Grade Teacher  
 
The media literacy process gives students tools to use, questions, an
critical viewer.  

— Lorenza Yarnes, 3rd Grade Teacher  
 
I see media literacy as a valuable goal of education because our kids 
are exposed to it seven days a week, twenty-four hours a day. How to 
use the knowledge from all that media exposure into what we do in 
schools is the ultimate question.  

— Steve Schullo, 3rd Grade Teacher, Year 1 Overall Track 
Coordinator  
 
Becoming aware of media literacy and learning what it is makes 

o incorporate it into the regular things you are teaching. The
media literacy concepts and questions clarified and crystallized my 
understanding and helped the kids get focused.  

— Ralph Sanders, 3rd Grade Teacher  
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As a teacher it's a lot of work. But if someone doesn't see it so much as extra work but as a way to 
enhance what they are doing; if they don't see it as a separate subject but try to fit it in; children can 
learn something they might not have learned otherwise.  

— Bonnie Blitzstein, 4-5th Grade Teacher, Specific Learning Disabilities Day Class,  
Year 3 Overall Track Coordinator  

PERS
he following quotes from interviews with Project partners represent their perspectives about ways 

sustained, and offer advice to people interested in replicating the Project.  

ess in elementary schools. Most 
nk critically. That's one part of it. And 

the oth  can do it, have no idea how to start.  
e are very lucky; the teachers we have are the cream of the crop. They chose to do this on top of 

rest and passion.  

ict 4 is looking at establishing a 
iteracy learning community, but we're very early in that process.  

 and CEO, Center for Media Literacy  

are committed to providing arts 
opportu

— Denise Grande, Director of Strategic Initiatives, Music Center Education Division  

from kindergarten 
through edia literacy from one year 
to the next. That would help us to more clearly see what kinds of 
benefits edia literacy has. Then we could compare if there are gains 

 one track versus the other. Beyond that would be to have a media 
am in a middle school, so students could continue to 

ation in general. If those key 
uestion out District 4 it would make a huge difference in the 

-12 media strand," with Leo Politi as the elementary 
nchor,  trying to build that as a prototype to get media literacy 

fied School District  

 a group, so they can build 
What happens many times is that 
ssrooms. If we can keep them in 

 are building upon what they already know about media literacy, so when they get to the 
 to take ten steps back and five 

m folders that they have an 
n the direction of a Media Academy, if that's something 

they want to across the grades.  

 
 

PECTIVES: Sustainability and Replication  
T
SMARTArt could be 
 
Sustainability  
Very few people are doing this at all in the United States, and even l
people don't think that elementary students have the ability to thi

er part is the people who think kids
W
everything else they are already doing. It does take an extra level of inte

— Jeff Share, Media Literacy Coach, Center for Media Literacy  
 
Nothing can happen without support from the school and district. Distr
media l

—Tessa Jolls, President
 
In general, a change is needed in how school districts look at and value arts education. Fortunately, 
LAUSD is one of the districts taking this charge. Top administrators 

nities for all students in District 4.  

 
We have a Wish List and a Reality List. Nothing is concrete yet. I 
would like to make one of the three school-year tracks a Media 
Literacy Track, so that we're moving children 

 fifth, building on the concepts of m

 m
in
literacy progr
build.  

— Louis Carrillo, Principal, Leo Politi Elementary School  
 
Media l t how you process informiteracy is a critical look at not only media bu

s and concepts were disseminated throughq
way all children process information.  
 
We are trying to create what we're calling a "K

 a middle school, and a high school. We'rea
to a larger audience.  

— Luiz Sampaio, Arts Education Advisor, District 4, Los Angeles Uni
 
We're trying to keep the kids from the media literacy program together as
upon these experiences and go from one Smart Art teacher to another. 
at the end of the school year the children are sent into other multiple cla

ct, the kidsta
next grade that teacher can take them to another level without having
forward.  
 
By identifying the kids in the program now and incorporating in their cu
interest i in media literacy, we could steer them 

do later on. That way, matriculation goes all the way 
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— Richard Alonzo, Superintendent, District 4, Los Angeles Unified School District  

mething that 
can be
curricul

nce teachers are identified, make it easy for them to attend meetings 
d to connect with other resources already in the school system. 

 
 

dre of media literacy Master Teachers assigned to 

ded coaching 
session to go.  

— Jeff Share  

ram, and that it's not always a 
forward

— Denise Grande  

 
Replication  
The principal has to understand that media literacy is so

 integrated into what's already happening in terms of the 
um in the school.  

O
an
School literacy coaches, for instance, need to know this part of Open
Court is a good match with what's happening in media literacy, so they
can make the connection and be doing the same thing.  

— Louis Carrillo  
 
Canada used a ca
school districts to train and support school staff.  

— Tessa Jolls  
 
Replicating Project SMARTArt could definitely be done. Two days of training to introduce the ideas is 
better than nothing. A full five days like we had in Year 3 is fantastic. Along with the ad

s it helped us make tremendous progress. It is definitely the way 

 
Be patient. Know that it often takes three years to establish a new prog

-moving progression.  
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ABOU

 School District (LAUSD)  
 second largest district, with a K-
graphically, it encompasses 704 
geles and all or parts of 28 other 
Los Angeles County. Leo Politi 

nating Partner: Center for Media Literacy  
 (CML) is a nonprofit educational 

eadership, public education, professional development 
d educational resources nationally. Dedicated to promoting and supporting media 

literacy education as a framework for accessing, analyzing, evaluating and creating 

tisan 501(c)3 nonprofit 
organiz

Music Center Education Division  
Founded in 1964, the Music Center ranks with New York's Lincoln 
Center and the Kennedy Center in Washington D.C. as one of the 
three largest performing arts centers in the United States. It 

consists of four theatres — the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion, the Mark Taper Forum, the Ahmanson Theatre, 
and the new, Frank Gehry-designed Walt Disney Concert Hall. Each year more than 1.3 million people 
attend events at the Music Center, including performances by its four internationally acclaimed resident 
companies — the Los Angeles Philharmonic, Center Theatre Group, Los Angeles Opera, and the Los 
Angeles Master Chorale — as well as presentations by distinguished dance ensembles and other touring 
companies.  
 
The Music Center founded its Education Division (MCED) in 1979. Today the MCED's mission is 1) to 
support the Center's commitment to engaging people in the arts — at the Center, in schools, and 
throughout the community and 2) to strengthen the education of children through the arts. Through 
programs for students, professional development services for teachers, and arts curriculum materials, the 
MCED supports the school community's initiatives to build standards-based, sequential arts education. A 
roster of more than 100 professional artists and performing ensembles participates in the MCED's 
services. During the 2002-2003 academic year, the MCED partnered with more than 500 Southern 
California schools.  
 
 

AnimAction, Inc.  
AnimAction gives young people (K-12 grade) the opportunity to experience the 
joys of collaboration and creativity all through the medium of animation 
production. Since 1989, they have trained thousands of students throughout 
the United States, Canada, Europe and Asia helping kids to animate their world.  
 
Student-produced animated PSA’s from AnimAction workshops have been 

shown all around the world on Network TV, in cinemas, schools, hospitals and on Web sites. They have 
been award finalists in international animation festivals, competing side by side with industry leaders. 
AnimAction filmmakers learn how to work together as a team, meeting challenges, making deadlines, and 
solving real world problems.  
 
AnimAction staff are also expert trainers preparing teachers with 21st Century skills and bringing this 
exciting world of media production to their students in the classroom.  

T PARTNERING ORGANIZATIONS  
 
 

Lead Education Agency: Los Angeles Unified
The Los Angeles Unified School District is the nation's
12 student enrollment of more than 746,800. Geo
square miles, an area that includes the City of Los An
cities, as well as some unincorporated areas of 
Elementary School is part of Local District 4.  
 

 
Coordi
A pioneer in its field, the Center for Media Literacy
organization that provides l
an

media content, CML works to help citizens, especially the young, develop critical thinking and media 
production skills needed to live fully in the 21st century media culture. The ultimate goal is to make wise 
choices possible. Incorporated in 1989, CML is an independent, nonpar

ation.  
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ADDENDUM  
A Road to Follow: Methods, Structure and Tools For Replication  

By Tessa Jolls and D
 
Project SMARTArt r
schools. A federal 
Endowment for th
AnimAction, Inc. a o Politi Elementary school to a new 
understanding of media literacy, and to a new guiding principle for implementation programs: that 

edia literacy and the arts inform one another as disciplines for teaching and learning, and that these 
disciplines can be in eting state education 
standards.  
 
With ongoing profess
information process sk

ifelong learning skills of critical analysis and self-expression applicable in a global media 
lture.  

ect SMARTArt yielded steps forward both in teaching practices and in theory that impacts the fields of 
media literacy and the arts.  
 
Practice: Implementation Steps
 

RTArt, teachers demonstrated that combining media literacy and the arts, while 

ity in making curricular connections is essential, since every school district in every 
ate uses different combinations of core curricular materials. CML’s Five Key Questions of media literacy 
n apply to any curricular content, an ed in every form of self-expression, in any project 

students create to demon
and through an understa
teachers now have power
to providing students with
themselves effectively.  
 

 
enise Grande  

epresents a significant break-through for implementing media literacy programs within 
demonstration grant sponsored by the U.S. Dept. of Education and the National 
e Arts led the Center for Media Literacy, the Music Center Education Division, 
nd Los Angeles Unified School District’s Le

m
tegrated with all other academic content areas, while me

ional development and with appropriate tools, teachers are able to internalize 
ills. Once they understand these process skills, they are able to apply them to any 

media content and to transform their teaching, without the need for a “cookbook” approach, reliant only 
on textbooks. Instead, teachers can use fresh media content while teaching to state standards. With a 
deeper understanding of media literacy, teachers help their students to learn in a new way, preparing 
students with l
cu
Proj

  

When Project SMARTArt began, the partners were grateful that the type of funding received was through 
a federal “demonstration grant,” because this project represented a beginning in which there were far 
more questions than answers on how to combine media literacy and the arts in an elementary school 
classroom.  
 
New Guiding Principle in Action  
y the end of Project SMAB

meeting CA State Education standards for Language Arts (LA) and English Language Development (ELD), 
is very possible and fairly easy, with the right training, practice and structure. This notion was validated 
when, within a one-hour period, teaching teams were able to create engaging, integrated activities for 
classroom use, while connecting the Five Key Questions of Media Literacy with state standards for ELD, 
LA, and Visual and Performing Arts (VAPA). These teaching teams were comprised of Project SMARTArt 
teachers and teaching artists, and divided into two groups (Grades K-2 teachers and Grades 3-5 
teachers), so that the activities were relevant and could be used by the team participants.  
 
his type of flexibilT

st
ca d the arts are us

strate their mastery of core subject areas. Through state education standards 
nding of how to apply media literacy and the arts into core curricular areas, 
ful and more flexible ways of connecting their classrooms to the real world, and 
 the critical thinking and media construction skills that they need to represent 

Approach / Methods  
To learn from the Project SMARTArt experience, it is just as important to understand how the project was 
approached as what the project’s goals, structure and tools consisted of. Here are some important points 
about the approach used:  
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• A clearly articulated Philosophy of media literacy was essential, so that the aims of the project 
ent rather than 

(http://www.medialit.org/about_cml.html#education) 

• The project focused on teaching information process skills, so that individuals learn a 

ding_room/casestudy/classroom_vignettes.htm) 

on was voluntary. Project SMARTArt only appealed to committed teachers 

• Meeting state education standards was key, as well as connecting to LAUSD’s scripted reading 

onal McRel K-12 Language Arts Standards, the four traditional strands are 
 writing, speaking and listening to also include viewing and media.  

isual arts as well as training on using The BOX!, a tool developed by Animaction, 
ers to help students produce animation shorts.  

oach in a demonstration lesson, c) allow the coach to observe a lesson by the 
teacher and d) critique and plan.  

• Artists in Residence. Teaching artists representing each of the four arts disciplines (dance, 
theatre, music and visual arts) worked directly with the students four to six times, providing 

were clear. The CML Philosophy of Education emphasizes empowerm
censorship or media bashing.  

systematic methodology of analysis that can be applied to any content. With such an analytic 
method, individuals are free to draw their own conclusions and make their own choices. 
Project SMARTArt used the theory articulated in CML’s MediaLit Kit™.  
(http://www.medialit.org/reading_room/article664.html) 

• Each arts discipline (dance, music, theatre and visual arts) was represented Project 
SMARTArt. Teaching artists taught core elements of each discipline, making connections to 
media and media literacy. 
(http://www.medialit.org/rea

• Before teachers can teach subjects like media literacy and the arts, they must first develop 
knowledge, understanding and skills. Professional development and consistent practice are 
necessary for teachers to be confident and successful.  

• Students were encouraged to learn by doing, taking a constructivist approach. Learning to 
apply the Five Key Questions takes practice over time, much like learning to tie shoes. 
Through repetition and refinement, the process becomes automatic.  

• Project SMARTArt Partners were equal learners and had a respectful relationship.  

• Teacher participati
willing to experiment.  

program, Open Court, and CML’s Five Key Questions of media literacy. Project SMARTArt 
concentrated on Visual and Performing Arts Standards (VAPA), Language Arts (LA) and 
English Language Development Standards (ELD).  

• In the nati
expanded from reading,
(http://medialit.med.sc.edu/mcrel.htm) 

• Project SMARTArt did not rely on technology to be successful. Some classrooms were not 
equipped with computers or had little access to video cassette players/recorders. The 
activities were scaleable in terms of technology.  

• Student learning was demonstrated through an ongoing production of artifacts to 
demonstrate learning; Project SMARTArt was not ultimately geared toward one production 
project.  

 
Structure of Replicable Model for Implementation  
The elements that made up Project SMARTArt’s structure are:  

• Professional Development. At the onset of each year, Project SMARTArt provided teachers 
and teaching artists with training in media literacy. The training focused on CML’s Five Core 
Concepts and Five Key Questions of Media Literacy, providing a good theoretical grounding 
and practice in applying this framework for analysis/deconstruction to teaching. In its final 
year, Project SMARTArt also provided teachers professional development in dance, music, 
theatre and v
Inc. for teach

• Media Literacy Peer Coaching. Teachers had four one-hour meetings with a media literacy 
teaching coach. These sessions were sequentially designed to: a) answer questions and plan, 
b) observe the c
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basic knowledge of each arts discipline and incorporating media literacy Five Key Questions 
into their work.  

 
• ists coming into a classroom, the 

 
• 

f a replicable media artifact. These 

• nt was not part 

• ported program implementation 

• 
ivision and AnimAction, 

 program offered parents the opportunity to participate in a Family 

• 
an for the upcoming school year.  

 
Tools  
To provide nd readily available tools are necessary. With these 
tools, n “
through pr
necessary t e informed by this new understanding. This 
provides a c
teachin nf
the Five Ke
critically ab ontent (even textbooks!).  

Tools, which provided guidance for the project 

 

• 

tical thinking program. Project 
SMARTArt was based on CML’s Five Core Concepts of Media Literacy.  

• 
y, Key Questions provide students with a consistent entry 

(http://www.medialit.org/reading_room/casestudy/CMLKeyQuestions.pdf) 

Artist-Teacher Planning Meetings. Prior to the teaching art
artist and classroom teacher had an opportunity to meet and plan, so that the artist’s work 
was connected to the teacher’s ongoing work with the children and tied into the curriculum.  

Animation. Students produced 30-second animation shorts as a culminating project, weaving 
elements of all four arts disciplines into the construction o
animation shorts were created either through a one-day workshop provided by AnimAction, 
Inc., or through the use of The BOX!, which provides teachers with an in-class animation 
production studio.  

Assessment. Although incorporating media literacy and the arts into assessme
of this project, student-based assessment could be built into future projects due to the on-
going creation of artifacts.  

Monthly Teacher Meetings. Regularly scheduled meetings sup
by providing participants an opportunity to exchange ideas and information.  

Quarterly partner meetings. Consistent and frequent coordination between the partners (Leo 
Politi School, Center for Media Literacy, Music Center Education D
Inc.) was essential to provide smooth operation of Project SMARTArt.  

• Parent Outreach. Parent Outreach involved two different approaches. the first program for 
parents featured a special showing of student animations produced through AnimAction 
workshops; the second
Album Writing Workshop, where they wrote their personal history for the benefit of their 
families, and learned about media literacy.  

Annual Evaluation Meeting. Teachers, teaching artists and project partners met each year to 
critique the project, discuss lessons learned, and pl

a replicable program, specific, consistent a
o cookbook” type of textbook is needed, because (over time) teachers internalize the tools 

ofessional development and everyday practice. Teachers are able to make the linkages 
o all curricular subject areas; their lesson plans ar

reative way to meet standards while incorporating contemporary media content, while 
g i ormation-processing skills. If teachers consistently provide opportunities for students to apply 

y Questions of media literacy, then students also internalize this methodology for thinking 
out media c

 
Project SMARTArt was informed by the following set of 
organizers and teachers:  

• Clear Statement of Philosophy. Provides ideological guide and unity, so that all participants 
know at the outset what the “agenda” is for the project. Project SMARTArt used CML’s 
Statement of Philosophy of Education. (http://www.medialit.org/about_cml.html#education)  

Core Concepts of Media Literacy. The Core Concepts of Media Literacy have been developed 
through the years by academics internationally. Without the use of these Concepts, it is 
impossible to distinguish media literacy from any other cri

(http://www.medialit.org/reading_room/rr2.php) 

Key Questions of Media Literacy. Although Core Concepts must be understood by teachers as 
the underpinning for media literac
point into a process of inquiry and analysis. Key Questions are engaging for children and are 
open-ended, stimulating further exploration and discussion. Project SMARTArt utilized CML’s 
Five Key Questions of Media Literacy and CML’s Key Questions to Guide Young Children.  
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• 
e Development (ELD) and Language Arts (LA) Standards. All academic 

content must meet State education standards. Project SMARTArt focused on these content 

• 

 animation provided an opportunity for students to apply their learning in 

• sment. Written essays, PowerPoint presentations, visual arts 

or judging their 

 
 However, learning can 

 
Supporting
Internalizin through consistent application and practice over 
time ch g
commented in, and 

he same way again.” Other teachers who participated in Project SMARTArt also shared how 
ve changed their teaching approach and what they are doing to provide their students with media 

 Overview and Orientation Guide to Media Literacy 

lus “How to Conduct a Close Analysis of a Media Text.” 

• 

• 
ubsection provides a complete overview of 

 

Standards. California State Education Standards for Visual and Performing Arts (VAPA), 
English Languag

standards as an entry point for integrating media literacy and the arts into other curricular 
areas. Also, since Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) uses a scripted language arts 
program (Open Court Reading) to teach reading to elementary school children, Project 
SMARTArt teachers tied directly into this curriculum. 
(http://www.sraonline.com/index.php/home/curriculumsolutions/reading/ocr/622) 

The BOX!. With The BOX! (developed by AnimAction, Inc.,) and a personal computer any 
teacher can turn a classroom into a professional animation studio, giving students powerful 
tools for self-expression that can be duplicated and disseminated through digital media. As a 
culminating project,
all arts disciplines: storytelling (theatre), drawing (visual arts), movement (dance), and 
scoring (music).  

Artifacts for Student Asses
projects, choreography, plays and musical compositions are all examples of artifacts that 
demonstrate the students’ mastery of content and media construction skills. Students can be 
taught to develop rubrics for assessment, so that they learn to set criteria f
production pieces.  

(Note: Project SMARTArt did not build a model for student assessment.
be evaluated through portfolios and performance-based assessment of student produced 
artifacts.)  

 Sustainability  
g the Five Key Questions of media literacy 

an es the way teachers teach and students learn. As Alvaro Asturias, a visual arts educator, 
 after taking part in Project SMARTArt, “I’ll never see the world the same way aga

never teach t
they ha
literacy and arts training today.  
 
The work of replicating this program, and spreading it within a K-12 context, has just begun. Much 
remains to be done and learned in implementing media literacy programs. To help teachers and 
administrators who do not have access to a program such as Project SMARTArt, the Center for Media 
Literacy has focused on providing free information in its CML MediaLit Kit™ on Theory, Practice and 
Implementation of media literacy programs:  
 

• Theory: Literacy for the 21st Century, An
Education. This 35-page booklet provides a plain language introduction to the basic elements 
of media education. It explains the Inquiry Process, the Five Core Concepts and Five Key 
Questions, p
(http://www.medialit.org/mlk_downloadorientation.html) 

Practice: Five Key Questions that Can Change the World, Classroom Activities for Media 
Literacy. This booklet provides 25 cornerstone lesson plans to help you introduce students to 
the Five Key Questions of Media Literacy and to master them through practice. Useful for all 
grade levels and across the curriculum: language arts, social studies, health, math and the 
arts.  

Implementation: Best Practices: Project SMARTArt, A Case Study in Elementary School 
Media Literacy and Arts Education. This website s
findings and implementation work done through a three-year federal demonstration grant on 
discovering innovative strategies for effective teaching and student learning, connecting 
media literacy and the arts to language arts and English language development within Los 
Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD).  
(http://www.medialit.org/reading_room/casestudy/) 
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Theory: I
 
What does i
the implem
also advanc
through whi
 
As a startin  you have 
mastere
CML’s M i
create medi
person is e
society.  
 
A basic insi  design of Project SMARTArt is that deconstruction could be addressed 
through n
through the
 
The challen
teach youn ndergartners! – these skills in an engaging way. On a practical level, 

achers need a workable method for teaching process skills. This is particularly challenging since the 
resent ed

equipped to
apply these
 
he Five Core Concepts and Five Key Questions provide a methodology for the analysis of media, and 

hing the process skills of “access, analyze and evaluate.” While teachers 

tent  
 primary goal of Project SMARTArt was to explore ways that media literacy and the arts might inform 

one an e
expression,
literacy con
expression 
not so clea edia literacy (accessing, analyzing, 
evaluati
 
Access: Pa
demonstrat
learning sty
way, the ar ide access to learning – which might otherwise be difficult in the traditional academic 
environ n
 
Analysis: Q
processing,
unique to” 
articulate “
conveyed a  what” to communicate “the why” is a 
central principle in the teaching of media literacy.  

mpact for the Media Literacy Field  

t mean to be “media literate?” What does it take to teach media literacy? Solid theory informs 
entation of a media literacy and arts program such as Project SMARTArt, but implementation 
es and informs the theory developed to date. Project SMARTArt provided a rich laboratory 
ch to explore and test ideas and practice.  

g point, Project SMARTArt was based on the idea that if you are “media literate,”
d process skills that enable you to effectively deconstruct and construct media messages. As 
ed aLit Kit™ notes, these process skills are defined as the ability to access, analyze, evaluate and 

a in a variety of forms. The implied outcome of having such skills is that a media literate 
quipped to make more informed choices, and is able to live consciously in a media-oriented 

ght that informed the
 a  inquiry process, based on solid concepts for analysis, while construction could be addressed 

 arts, giving voice to individual points of view.  

ge in Project SMARTArt was how to provide these skills in a short period of time, and how to 
g people – even ki

te
p ucation system focuses on content knowledge instead of process skills. Before they are 

 teach “how to access, analyze, evaluate and create,” teachers must first understand and 
 process skills themselves.  

T
they are a “short-cut” to teac
need to understand both the Five Core Concepts and the Five Key Questions, students respond more to 
being taught the questions, and thus learn the concepts indirectly. By focusing on the process of inquiry 
through the Five Key Questions, students could begin to learn how to deconstruct or “take apart” any 
media text, not just mass media. In fact, as the project progressed, it became apparent that “media” 
itself could be defined to include virtually any communication channel, including bodies dancing or 
gesturing.  
 
Furthermore, using the Five Key Questions gives students a consistent process or entry point through 
which to analyze media. As students practice using these questions, applying them to all types of media, 
they become very proficient in analysis and empowered as effective users and managers of information.  
 
Alignment of Media Literacy and Arts Con
A

oth r as disciplines. On one level, this relationship can be described as a cycle of analysis and 
 where students engage both their heads and their hearts. Initially it was posited that media 
tent would drive student analysis of media, and that the arts would provide a vehicle for 
through the creation of media. However, the distinctions between these two purposes were 
r cut. On a deeper level, the very processes engaged in m

ng and creating) are directly paralleled in the study of the arts.  

rticipation in the arts allows students to access and process information, as well as 
e knowledge, using various learning modalities. As different art forms engage different 
les, more students are given opportunities to be successful in the educational system. In this 
ts prov

me t – for many students.  

uality arts education includes the component of Artistic Perception, which “refers to 
 analyzing, and responding to sensory information through the use of the language and skills 
the arts (1). As students develop skills in artistic perception, they are expected to specifically 
the what” in communicating “the why” (for example: “the slow, steady beat of the bass drum 
 feeling of loneliness”). The ability to articulate “the
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Evaluation: Aesthetic Valuing, also a key component of arts education, requires that students “critically 
ssess and derive meaning from the work of an (arts) discipline, including their own.” (1) This emphasis 

dia-oriented society.  

s earlier referenced, Project SMARTArt defined “media” to include any channel of communication, and 

ocus on Literacy vs. Media  

owing a continuous focus on and reinforcement of basic literacy 
kills.  

e with a TV set, half (50%) have three or more TV’s, and one-third (36%) have a TV in their 
edroom. More than one in four (27%) have a VCR or DVD in their bedroom, while one in ten have a 

 
edia, according to another Kaiser Family Foundation Study (March 2005) called “Generation M: Media in 

e development of Key Questions 
 Guide Young Children was an effort on CML’s part to break down the questions to more manageable 

ject SMARTArt uncovered the “next steps” needed to advance the 
ombined work of media literacy and the arts. Among these steps are to:  

y issues that relate to creation, use and distribution of 

a
on making individual judgments about what they observe (and what they create) in the arts empowers 
young people to draw their own conclusions and make their own choices. Applied in the broader context, 
this skill set directly services the conviction that a media literate person is equipped to make more 
informed choices, and is able to live consciously in a me
 
Creation: Through Creative Expression, “students apply processes and skills in compositing, arranging 
and performing a work and use a variety of means to communicate meaning and intent (1)…” This 
component of arts education engages students in the process of creating works, providing them 
opportunities to explore, learn, practice and refine their own abilities to communicate a specific point of 
view or message.  
 
A
thereby identified all art as “media.” With this expanded view, works of art themselves became source 
material for application and adaptation of the Five Key Questions of media literacy.  
 
F
By design, Project SMARTArt was focused more on “literacy” than on “media,” emphasizing critical 
thinking and creative expression. Lessons explored the way ideas are communicated: how to recognize, 
interpret and convey messages. Students analyzed (deconstructed) traditional art and non-traditional 
media forms and created (constructed) stories, choreographies, musical scores and visual arts projects 
that put forward their own point of view. Direct links to Language Arts and English Language 
Development standards were made, all
s
 
Although the animation shorts developed by students in this project could be considered a classic media 
arts assignment, the types of artifacts typically produced throughout Project SMARTArt were very low-
tech. In fact, no others required the use of a computer for execution.  
 
Application in the Elementary School Context  
According to a recent Kaiser Family Foundation Report (Fall, 2003), nearly all children aged 0-Six (99%) 
live in a hom
b
video game player, and 7% have a computer.  
 
Children aged 8-18 live media-saturated lives, spending an average of nearly 6-1/2 hours a day with
m
the Lives of 8-18 Year-Olds.”  
 
These statistics demonstrate that children need help to critically navigate the media in their lives, and to 
develop skills to effectively represent themselves. The fact that linkages to standards for elementary 
school children were made demonstrates that media literacy concepts definitely belong in elementary 
schools.  
 
The Five Key Questions represent some sophisticated concepts, and so th
to
ideas. Teachers used these questions to take complex ideas and make them more concrete for young 
children.   (http://www.medialit.org/reading_room/casestudy/CMLKeyQuestions.pdf) 
 
Next Steps  
As with any pioneering effort, Pro
c
 

• Formulate questions for guiding the “construction” process, informed by the Five Core Concepts 
and paralleling the Five Key Questions of media literacy.  

• Identify questions for “re-construction” of media. With media today being re-used, re-mixed, and 
re-formulated using other media, key questions for guiding reconstruction are also needed. These 
questions must address intellectual propert
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media content, as well as be informed by the Five Core Concepts and parallel the Five Key 
Questions of media literacy.  

• Determine how the creation of media relates to a student-involved assessment process. Student-
produced artifacts provide opportunities for critical thinking, self-expression, and demonstration 
of content mastery in all subject areas.  

• Develop rubrics and other assessment methods to enable students to learn how to set criteria for 

• Establish and sustain a K-12 learning community for further work and research, through 

 Media Education. Email: AQ2x@comcast.net  

rams within K-12 education. She 
onsults nationally with school districts, health organizations and publishers on media literacy education.  

de, K-12 arts education for students.  

evaluating their creations and the creations of their peers.  

• Conduct research to correlate the Key Questions to Guide Young Children with appropriate stages 
of child development, so that it becomes clear how to best match the teaching of the Key 
Questions with children’s cognitive development and capacity.  

continued professional development, a common framework and vocabulary, and sharing lesson 
plans, activities and classroom practices.  
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